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ABSTRACT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO PREDICTING CONTAMINANT LEACHING FROM
SECONDARY MATERIALS USED IN ROADS

BY
Defne Apul
University of New Hampshire, September 2004

Slags, coal ashes, and other secondary materials can be used in road
construction. Both traditional and secondary materials used in roads may
contain contaminants that may leach and pollute the groundwater. The goal of
this research was to further the understanding of leaching and transport of
contaminants from pavement materials. Towards this goal, a new probabilistic
framework was introduced which provided a structured guidance for selecting the
appropriate model, incorporating uncertainty, variability, and expert opinion, and
interpreting results for decision making. In addition to the framework, specific
contributions were made in pavement and embankment hydrology and reactive
transport, Bayesian statistics, and aqueous geochemistry of leaching.
Contributions on water movement and reactive transport in highways
included probabilistic prediction of leaching in an embankment, and scenario
analyses of leaching and transport in pavements using HYDRUS2D, a
contaminant fate and transport model. Water flow in a Minnesota highway
xii

embankment was replicated by Bayesian calibration of hydrological parameters
against water content data. Extent of leaching of Cd from a coal fly ash was
estimated. Two dimensional simulations of various scenarios showed that salts
in the base layer of pavements are depleted within the first year whereas the
metals may never reach the groundwater if the pavement is built on adsorbing
soils. Aqueous concentrations immediately above the groundwater estimated for
intact and damaged pavements can be used for regulators to determine the
acceptability of various recycled materials.
Contributions in the aqueous geochemistry of leaching included a new
modeling approach for leaching of anions and cations from complex matrices
such as weathered steel slag. The novelty of the method was its simultaneous
inclusion of sorption and solubility controls for multiple analytes. The developed
model showed that leaching of SO4, Cr, As, Si, Ca, Mg, and V were controlled by
corresponding soluble solids. Leaching of Pb was controlled by Pb(VO4)3
solubility at low pHs and by surface precipitation reactions at high pHs. Leaching
of Cd and Zn were controlled by surface complexation and surface precipitation,
respectively.

xiii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1

OBJECTIVES

Coal ashes, steel making and blast furnace slags, reclaimed asphalt and
concrete pavement, municipal solid waste incinerator ash, and roofing shingle
waste are examples of secondary materials that have been used in road
construction. There is also potential for use of other secondary materials such as
contaminated sediments in road construction. Potential leaching of contaminants
from secondary materials is a major concern for regulators and sometimes forms
a barrier to its widespread use. The goal of this research was to further the
understanding of the source term for leaching of contaminants from secondary
materials used in roads. More specifically, the objectives were to investigate
relevant release and transport processes and develop new approaches for
regulators to predict the fluxes of contaminants leaving the secondary materials
and entering the groundwater.

DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION

Each chapter of this dissertation was written as a self-contained individual
paper focusing on a topic that had not been addressed before. Contributions are
in the areas of pavement hydrology (Chapter 2), probabilistic decision making
tools for regulators (Chapter 3), Bayesian statistics, hydrology and reactive
2

transport in embankments (Chapter 4), aqueous geochemistry of leaching
(Chapter 5), and two dimensional scenario analyses of unsaturated hydrology
and leaching and transport of contaminants from pavements (Chapter 6).
Chapter 2 is a summary of the state of knowledge on water movement in the
highway environment. A more extensive version of Chapter 2 is published online
at “http://www.rmrc.unh.edu/Research/Rprojects/Project7/review/watermovement.pdf”.
The major information learned from Chapter 2 is that there exists very limited
knowledge about the hydraulic regimes in the pavement and the (unsaturated)
hydraulic properties of pavement materials, especially the secondary materials.
The needs for research identified in Chapter 2 are addressed in Chapters 4 and
6 which discuss in detail the variably saturated flow in pavements and
embankments.
Chapter 3 begins the discussion of contaminant release and transport
calculations. Three different areas of research identified are; probabilistic
methods, two dimensional modeling, and detailed geochemical modeling. In
Chapter 3, a new probabilistic framework for evaluating the environmental
acceptability of candidate secondary materials is introduced. The framework
developed provides a structured guidance for selecting the appropriate model,
incorporating uncertainty, variability, and expert opinion, and interpreting results
for decision making. The new framework introduced in Chapter 3 is applied to
embankment modeling in Chapter 4, which describes the field hydrology and
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leaching from coal fly ash in embankments using a Bayesian approach and a
finite element model, HYDRUS2D.
Chapter 5 is an original contribution in the geochemistry of leaching in
weathered steel slags. Whereas the remainder of the dissertation emphasizes
hydrology, pavement geometry, and probability, in Chapter 5 the leaching
mechanisms at the micro scale in local equilibrium conditions are explored. In
Chapter 5, a new modeling approach for contaminant release is developed that
considers the complex interactions of ions with other ions, sorptive surfaces, and
pure precipitates.
Chapter 6 discusses leaching and transport in pavements in two dimensions,
in the cross section of a highway, by analyses of HYDRUS2D modeling results.
The pioneering aspect of Chapter 6 is its documentation of leaching and
transport of contaminants in two dimensions with explicit consideration of spatial
and temporal scales including pavement geometry and rain intensity. Chapter 6
also provides a generic tool for regulators for evaluating the acceptability of
secondary materials based on source term calculations.
Chapter 2 has been published in a peer-reviewed book whereas the other
chapters have been published or submitted for publication in peer-reviewed
journals. The appropriate citations are as follows:
Chapter 2:
Apul, D.S., Gardner, K, Eighmy, T., Benoit, J., and Brannaka, L. (2003) “A
review of water movement in the highway environment: Implications for recycled
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materials use,” in Beneficial Use of Recycled Materials in Transportation
Applications, T.T. Eighmy Ed., Air and Waste Management Association Press,
p195-204.
Chapter 3:
Apul, D.S., Gardner, K., and Eighmy, T. (2003) “A probabilistic source
assessment framework for leaching from recycled materials in highway
applications,” Clean Technologies and Environmental Policy, 5(2), p120-127.
Chapter 4:
Apul, D.S., Gardner, K., Eighmy, T., Linder, E., Frizzell, T., and Roberson,
R. “Probabilistic modeling of one dimensional water movement and leaching
from highway embankments containing secondary materials,” in press
Environmental Engineering Science.
Chapter 5:
Apul, D.S., Gardner, K., Eighmy, T., Comans R., and Fallman A-M.
“Simultaneous application of dissolution/precipitation and surface complexation /
precipitation modeling to contaminant leaching from weathered steel slag,”
submitted to Environmental Science and Technology.
Chapter 6:
Apul, D.S., Gardner, K., and Eighmy, T. “Modeling hydrology and reactive
transport in roads: The effect of cracks, the edge, and contaminant properties,” in
preparation for Waste Management.
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF WATER MOVEMENT IN THE HIGHWAY
ENVIRONMENT: IMPLICATIONS FOR RECYCLED MATERIALS USE

6

ABSTRACT

Both traditional and recycled materials used in pavements may contain
contaminants that have the potential to leach and pollute the groundwater. To
assess the environmental impact of traditional and recycled materials the
hydraulic regimes within the pavement need to be known. The purpose of this
study was to review the literature and determine the state of knowledge on water
movement in the highway environment, so that this knowledge may be
incorporated in studies examining the potential of leaching and transport of
organic and inorganic contaminants. The information compiled and presented in
this paper includes water routes, water content, and saturated and unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of pavement materials.

7

INTRODUCTION

Water movement in pavements has been traditionally studied by
pavement engineers to understand the relationship between moisture in the
pavement and pavement integrity. It is well accepted that moisture shortens
pavement life. Water pumping and freeze-thaw phenomena are two examples
causing pavement damage in the form of cracking, rutting, and stripping. To
examine damaging effects of moisture, water regimes in pavements need to be
known. Thus, most of the information about water movement in pavements in
the literature has been reported with the intent to understand the moisture
removal and moisture damage in pavements.
A new interest in water movement in pavements has stemmed from
researchers interested in assessing the environmental impact of beneficial use of
recycled materials in roadways. The potential for leaching of inorganic and
organic contaminants in materials used in roadways or wastes disposed of in
landfills needs to be determined to assess the risk posed by utilization or
disposal. However, the contaminant release mechanism and contaminant
transport depends on the hydraulic regime. Thus, a rigorous study on field
leaching and environmental impact assessment should incorporate knowledge
on hydraulic regimes.
Contaminant release depends on contaminant solubility, diffusion, and
advection. As contaminants solubilize, they diffuse within the particle pore space
8

and across the aqueous boundary layer that surrounds the particle. The
contaminant release continues until the aqueous solution is saturated with that
particular contaminant. If the hydraulic regime is governed by “fast” fluxes,
advection will quickly remove the released contaminant from the source, thereby
leaving the solution unsaturated and allowing more release. If advection is slow,
such as in a slow percolation system across unbounded materials, then the
solubility may govern the maximum concentration of release. In granular
materials (base course, embankments) the release is more often controlled by
solubility. In monolithic systems (asphalt concrete, Portland cement
concrete(PCC)), the rate limiting step in release of contaminants is more typically
diffusion. Researchers examining contaminant release from waste materials
often assume that release is either solubility/availability limited or diffusion
limited. However, in real life, the limiting factor may vary temporally depending
on the hydraulic regime. Considering that leaching cannot be fully described
without the knowledge on the hydraulic regimes, development of studies in water
movement in roadways will grow and take a new path with involvement of
environmental researchers in addition to transportation engineers.
A limited volume of literature exists on water movement in pavements,
particularly ones containing recycled materials. A literature review was
conducted to compile all information available on water movement in pavements
for the purpose of understanding hydraulic regimes dictating leaching. This
paper summarizes the information available about water movement in
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pavements. First ingress and egress routes of water and water content are
discussed. Then, a summary of the hydraulic conductivity of asphalt concrete,
PCC, and base/subbase layers is presented. Considerably less information was
available on recycled materials than traditional materials. The hydraulic
conductivity of concrete and embankments containing recycled materials is
discussed briefly. Finally, the importance of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is
discussed.

WATER ROUTES AND WATER CONTENT

Current engineering practice in the U.S. is predicated on the fact that
water enters the pavement despite efforts to prevent it. Elsayed and Lindly1 note
that until the study by Ridgeway,2 high water table and capillary water were
thought to be the primary causes of excess water in pavements. Recently, crack
and shoulder infiltration, and to some extent subgrade capillary action, are
considered to be the major routes of water entry to the pavement.1,3 Van
Sambeek4 reported that surface water infiltration could account for as much as
90 to 95 percent of the total moisture in a pavement system. Van Sambeek4 and
Ahmed et al.5 identified transverse and longitudinal joints as major routes of
water ingress and surface infiltration. For routes of egress, Dawson and Hill3
note that the lateral or median drain is the most significant route. Thus,
infiltration through cracks and joints is thought to be the major ingress route and
engineered drainage is believed to be the major egress route.
10

The volumetric water content in the pavement varies considerably (3-45%)
not only because of material or design differences but also because of spatial
differences such as lateral variability including edge effects along the shoulders
or wheel path location6,7 or vertical variability.8 Temporal variability of water
content in the field in the short term based on precipitation events9 or in the long
term based on seasons10 or time passed after construction11 has also been
reported. The high variability in water content indicates that both saturated and
unsaturated conditions occur in the field.

SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY

The wide range of hydraulic conductivity values reported in the literature
for pavement sections and embankments can be attributed to differences in
designs and measurement techniques. The measurements should be done at
small hydraulic gradients (less than 0.05 or 0.075) to better simulate field
conditions.12,13 Considering that bases and subbases may be predominantly
subject to horizontal flow rather than vertical flow, measurement of the horizontal
hydraulic conductivity in addition to the vertical hydraulic conductivity may be
appropriate.14,15,16
Many researchers showed that it is difficult to establish a linear
relationship between porosity and hydraulic conductivity17-19 because many
factors such as interconnectivity (e.g. some air voids are trapped by asphalt and
mineral fillers), shape, and size of voids affect the hydraulic conductivity.20 Still,
11

the porosity of asphalt concrete has been used to categorize it as impermeable
(below 6-7 percent porosity) or free draining (>15 percent porosity).21 Terrel and
Alswailmi17 note that both the impermeable and the free draining asphalt
concrete have significant advantages such as higher strength and less
susceptibility to moisture damage over the medium void range asphalt concrete,
which is typically used in the United States. Porous asphalt pavements with
better skid resistance in wet weather are common in Europe and are also in use
in the United States. For these types of pavements, susceptibility of porous
asphalt mixtures to clogging may be of concern if the road is used by vehicles
that have dirty wheels or carry earth.22
In PCC, the pores exist in the cementitious matrix of concrete and in the
interfacial regions with aggregate.23 Similar to the asphaltic concrete, the
hydraulic conductivity of PCC is also more complex than a simple function of
porosity. There is some evidence that the hydraulic conductivity of concrete may
be more closely related to the pore volume over a certain threshold value of
diameter (e.g. 500 or 1000nm) rather than to the mean diameter of pores or total
porosity.24 The hydraulic conductivity of concrete, which depends on the size,
distribution and continuity of pores and total porosity is modified during the
hardening of concrete. Bakker25 describes the fresh concrete as a granular
structure with continuous capillary pores. During the hardening period the
hydration products glue the particles together and block the capillary pores.
These processes increase the strength of the material and decrease the
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hydraulic conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity of hardened concrete also
depends on the temperature during hydration. Higher curing temperatures
increase the hydraulic conductivity of PCC if traditional (as opposed to recycled)
materials are used.25 Thus, the type of raw materials (cementitious materials and
chemical admixtures) used, the type and extent of chemical reactions during
hardening, and curing temperature affect pore size distribution and hydraulic
conductivity of PCC.
The hydraulic conductivity of asphalt concrete and PCC may vary eight
orders of magnitude because of different designs.17-20,22,26-29 Typically, the
hydraulic conductivity of PCC (<10-7cm/s) is less than the hydraulic conductivity
of dense graded asphalt (10-2-10-4cm/s), Superpave asphalt (10-5-10-1cm/s), and
porous asphalt concrete (10-2-101cm/s). Less data was found on the hydraulic
conductivity of PCC possibly because PCC is assumed to be essentially
impermeable. However, if there is cracking, the hydraulic conductivity of the
asphalt concrete or PCC may vary significantly depending on the width, depth,
and spacing of the cracks.
For adequate drainage, many sources agree that the hydraulic
conductivity of the base layer should be at least 0.34cm/s.30-33 The compiled
hydraulic conductivity data of base/subbase layers varied almost four orders of
magnitude both below and above this value because both free draining and
impermeable bases are currently used.1,5,,9,12,15,34-39 The hydraulic conductivity
values reported for stabilized base layers (10-4-103cm/s) were not necessarily
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always higher or lower than the hydraulic conductivity of unstabilized base layers
(10-4-102cm/s).
If the hydraulic conductivity of the base material cannot be measured, one
approach to estimate the hydraulic conductivity is to examine the gradation curve
of the material (percent passing as a function of sieve size). The gradation is
important because the extent of fines in the material considerably affect the
hydraulic conductivity.40 Cedergren charts and Moulton nomographs, the two
common methods for estimating the hydraulic conductivity of aggregate base
layers from the gradation curve, have been updated by another empirical
relationship given by Lindly and Elsayed.37 To estimate the hydraulic
conductivity of asphalt or Portland cement stabilized bases, Lindly and Elsayed
provide a regression that uses the percent asphalt cement and porosity
information in addition to the gradation curve. 37 However, the correlation is for
open-graded materials and may not be useful for dense-graded asphalt-treated
bases. Yet, since the addition of two to three percent asphalt cement has
markedly less effect on hydraulic conductivity than the aggregate gradation,
approaches used for untreated bases may closely approximate the coefficient of
hydraulic conductivity for treated bases.41
It is difficult to generalize the effect of recycled materials on hydraulic
conductivity of pavement layers or embankments. Compared to Portland cement
paste, introduction of mineral by-products results in different hydraulic
conductivity and pore structure in the concrete. Before and during hardening, the
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hydraulic conductivity of concretes containing slag or fly ash is greater than that
of Portland cement concrete. However, once the reactions are complete the
reverse is observed.42 Similarly, laboratory studies by Feldman,43 Ozyildirim,44
and Bakker,25 respectively show that (1) hydrated blended cement has lower
hydraulic conductivity than hydrated Portland cement and that (2) concretes
containing a pozzolan or slag have lower long-term hydraulic conductivity than
the control, and (3) that blast furnace cement and cement containing fly-ash has
lower hydraulic conductivity than Portland cement. Virtanen45 and Pigeon and
Regourd46 note that the air content of concrete containing slag, fly ash or silica
fume is smaller relative to the air content of pure cement mixes. On the contrary,
laboratory experiments by Nakamoto24 suggest (1) that higher slag content in
PCC may result in increased porosity and hydraulic conductivity, and (2) that the
water tightness may be improved by utilizing more fine slag. With the exception
of Nakamoto’s24 results, these studies suggest that addition of mineral byproducts to Portland cement mix decreases the hydraulic conductivity of the
concrete. Fineness of the by-product may also affect hydraulic conductivity.
There is some literature on the use of recycled materials in embankments,
however most of these focus on strength and workability of the material rather
than its hydraulic conductivity. Kim et al.47 present a knowledge-based expert
system for utilization of solid flue gas desulfurization by-product (a coal
combustion by-product) in highway embankments and note that the hydraulic
conductivity of solid flue gas desulfurization by-product may range from 3.1×10-9
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to 1.6×10-4 cm/s at 28-day curing while its hydraulic conductivity in place may
gradually decrease with aging. Partridge et al.48 note that compacted waste
foundry sand used in embankments is not a free draining material. Its laboratory
and field hydraulic conductivity ranges from 0.1×10-5 to 7.1×10-5 cm/s. Bhat and
Lovell49 examine the design of flowable fill by using waste foundry sand as a fine
aggregate. They note that the hydraulic conductivity of flowable fill is low
(2.6×10-6 – 1.2×10-5 cm/s) and that the hydraulic conductivity does not
necessarily decrease with increasing contents of fly ash possibly because the
advantage from the fine particle size of fly ash is outweighed by the uniform
spherical shape of these particles.

UNSATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY

The constitutive equation used in water flow models for variably saturated
media is the well known Richards equation, which is based on a mass balance of
water over a unit volume with Darcy’s law substituted for water flux. However,
the hydraulic conductivity in Darcy’s law is not a single value but is a nonlinear
function of water content or pressure head. Thus, to model variably saturated
water flow using Richards equation the relation between hydraulic conductivity
and water content should be known. Another soil specific property is the soil
moisture retention curve, which describes the relation between the water content
and pressure head. If a general mathematical model for soil moisture retention
curve is established for a specific porous medium, estimation of unsaturated
16

hydraulic conductivity as a function of water content or pressure head is made
easier. Thus, for estimation of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity,
characterization of the soil moisture retention curve is essential.
Many empirical relationships have been derived for a general description
of the soil moisture retention curve.50-53 Typically, these empirical equations
relating water content to pressure head involve residual water content, saturated
water content, and some fitting parameters. The most common equation that is
often implemented in numerical variably saturated water flow models is the one
derived by van Genuchten.52 However, to the authors’ knowledge, applicability of
this model or any other models to recycled materials has not been tested. In
addition, parameters needed for these models have been documented for
various soil types but not for recycled materials. Determination of the fitting
parameters by measuring the soil moisture retention curve is time consuming
and thus costly. However, forward modeling of unsaturated water flow through
recycled materials is almost impossible without any information on these
parameters. Preliminary modeling results using HYDRUS2D to predict
edgedrain outflow and water content in a pavement test cell section in Minnesota
also suggested that the model was highly sensitive to the fitting parameters
(unpublished data). Thus, prerequisite to understanding water flow through
pavements containing recycled materials is the knowledge on soil moisture
retention curve and the fitting parameters for recycled materials.
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CONCLUSIONS

The lack of information on water movement through pavements with and
without recycled materials needs to be compensated to be able to accurately
assess the environmental impact of traditional and recycled materials. The
literature review on water movement identified infiltration through cracks and
joints as the major ingress routes and engineered drainage as the major egress
route. The literature review showed that both saturated and unsaturated
conditions occur in the field and the variability in water content can be attributed
to spatial and temporal differences. To be able to model the variably saturated
water flow through pavements, knowledge on hydraulic conductivity of the
medium is necessary. Saturated hydraulic conductivity of asphalt concrete,
PCC, base and subbase layers vary significantly (from less than 10-7cm/s to
103cm/s) because of different designs. Use of recycled materials in PCC and
embankments may lower the hydraulic conductivity of the material. In addition to
saturated hydraulic conductivity, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of pavement
materials should also be investigated. There is a significant need for
determination of soil moisture retention curves of both traditional and recycled
materials.
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CHAPTER 3

A PROBABILISTIC SOURCE ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR
LEACHING FROM RECYCLED MATERIALS IN HIGHWAY
APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT
Recovered materials from the transportation sector or secondary or byproduct materials from the industrial, municipal, or mining sector can be used as
substitutes for natural materials in the construction of highway infrastructure.
The environmental impact of traditional and newer secondary materials needs to
be determined for the conditions of their expected use. The purpose of this
paper is to introduce a probabilistic framework for evaluating the environmental
acceptability of candidate secondary materials based on the risk of soil and
groundwater contamination from leached metals and organics from the
pavement. The proposed framework provides a structured guidance for selecting
the appropriate model, incorporating uncertainty, variability, and expert opinion,
and interpreting results for decision making. This new approach is illustrated by
a probabilistic analysis of arsenic leaching from portland cement concrete and
asphalt concrete materials that were constructed using virgin and secondary
products.
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RECYCLING IN THE TRANSPORTATION SECTOR

There are nearly six million kilometers of roads in the U.S. (FHWA, 1999).
Construction and maintenance of these roadways require use of large volumes of
materials. Problems with quarrying of natural materials in environmentally
sensitive areas and the importance of promoting sustainable construction
measures have increased interest in recycling (Eighmy and Magee, 2001;
Schimmoller et al., 2000). There are promising results for equal or better
engineering performance of recycled materials at comparable or less costs and
without significant environmental impact (Deschamps, 1997; Pandey et al., 1995;
Humphrey and Katz, 2000; Mahboub and Massie, 1996; Mulder, 1996; Partridge
et al., 1999).
Numerous by-product and waste materials, produced in millions of metric tons
per year, have the potential to be reutilized in roadway applications (Table 3.1).
Among materials listed in Table 3.1, the U.S. has a history of use of recycled
asphalt pavement, reclaimed concrete pavement, coal fly ash, coal bottom ash,
blast furnace slag, and scrap tires. Other materials listed in Table 3.1 are not as
commonly used even though there is significant potential for utilizing these
materials in various roadway applications such as structural layers (asphalt
concrete or Portland cement concrete, base, and subbase), embankments,
landscape materials, and appurtenances (e.g. fences, signs, sound barricades,
and drain pipes). This paper is concerned with secondary material use in
27

structural layers and embankments because much greater volumes are used in
these applications than in appurtenances and landscaping.
Resources exist to aid in decision-making for use of secondary materials
in construction and maintenance projects (Hyman and Johnson, 2000; Eighmy
and Chesner, 2001). Yet, compared to Europe, there is still less than optimum
recycling and reutilization in the roadway environment. For example, reclaimed
asphalt pavement, blast furnace slag, coal bottom ash, coal fly ash, and
municipal solid waste ash are completely being reutilized in the Netherlands and
only partially or not at all reutilized in the U.S. (Schimmoller et al., 2000). A
survey study of 50 state environmental protection agencies revealed that sparsity
of environmental impact assessments for recycled materials is one major barrier
to recycling (ASTSWMO, 2000)(Figure 3.1). Evaluation of environmental impact
of relatively new secondary materials is especially important to determine if it is
worthwhile to invest time and research in developing high quality engineering
products out of these less traditional candidate materials. Environmental impact
assessments may show which proposed beneficial uses are not appropriate and
which are acceptable.
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Table 3.1. Annual production and use of recycled materials (adapted from Collins and Ciesielski,
(a)
(b)
(c)
1994 ; Schroeder, 1994 ; Chesner et al., 1998 ). U= Undetermined, MF = mineral filler, ACM =
asphalt cement modifier, A = aggregate, CM = cementitious material, E = embankment or fill, and F =
flowable fill.
% Recycled

Highway Applications
Portland
Asphalt
cement
concrete
concrete

U

U

CM

64

U

U

a
b
7.8 7.3
c
8

<0.7b
c
0

0-10

A

0.5-0.9a,c

U

U

MF,A

U
2.4b
c
3.2

U

ACM,A

20-27

A

0.3b

2

ACM

43.5
45b
12.7a
b
c
16 14.5

11b

24

CM

5.0
c
4.3

31

A

3.6a 2.3c

2.1c

91

A

>1c

>5

Production

Waste Materials

Agricultural
Crop wastes
Lumber and wood
wastes
Domestic
Incinerator ash
Sewage sludge
ash
Scrap tires
Glass and
ceramics
Plastic waste

(million metric tons)

362a
a

a

Coal ash - Bottom
ash
Coal ash – Boiler
slag
Advanced SO2
control by-products
Construction and
demolition debris
Blast furnace slag
Steel making slag

b

2.2 2.3
11.3a12b,
c

a

13.1
14.7b

Industrial
Coal ash – Fly ash

Recycled

a

Cement and lime
kiln dusts
Bag house fines
Reclaimed asphalt
and concrete
pavements
Foundry sand
Roofing shingle
waste
Lime waste
Petroleum
contaminated soils,
contaminated
sediments
Mineral processing
wastes

Stabilized
base

Other

E

A

A

E

A
E
A

CM

CM

F, E

A

A

F, E

A

A

b

a

4.5
b
18.0
21.4c
a

U

22.7

a,c

14.1

A

U
b,c

14.1
7.07.5c

100

A

96-100

A

9.1 7.6c
8.1

U

U

A

12.9c

U

U

MF, A

U

U

MF

33c

73

A, ACM

U

U

A

a

b

7.2 7.5
a

Non ferrous slags

Granular
Base

5.4-7.2
a,c

45

c

94b

CM, A

A

A

E
E

A
A
A

E

A

E

A

CM

F

A

E

a

9.1 9.0c
13.6
a
9.1
8.1b10c
1.8

U

U

ACM, A

U

U

MF

U

U

U

A, CM

1 600c

U

U

A
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F

F
ACM
A

Lack of authority to implement
No info on human or
ecological impacts
Staff resources
Rule limitations
Lack of awareness
Public acceptance
0

10
20
30
40
Number of States Agreeing with a Particular Answer

50

Figure 3.1. Barriers to recycling. 40 states and 2 territories responded to the survey (ASTSWMO,
2000).

SCOPE

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new source-term framework for
evaluating the acceptability of candidate secondary materials for their use in
roadways. Evaluation of pavement materials is based on potential risk from
contamination of soil and groundwater with leached metals, salts, and organics
from secondary or even traditional materials in pavement structural layers and
embankments. Risks of surface water contamination from leaching, other risks
from relatively smaller volume uses (e.g. ceramic and plastic wastes in
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appurtenances), and risks from exposures of workers to fugitive dust during
construction are not considered in this paper.
In accordance with the definition of risk as the probability of an adverse
outcome, this paper proposes a probabilistic approach that honors the
unavoidable presence of uncertainty and variability in soil and groundwater
contamination. Probability is emphasized in this framework because point
estimates of outputs (e.g. of cumulative leaching and transport of a single metal
species) may considerably overestimate or underestimate reality and no
knowledge will be available to determine the confidence in this output unless a
probabilistic approach is taken. Probabilistic methods have been commonly
used in various steps of human health and ecological health risk assessments
but rarely has the source term been described probabilistically. A probabilistic
approach to leaching is also new in the waste leaching realm.
The probabilistic approach for estimating contaminant release fluxes from
pavement materials is shown in Figure 3.2. The framework is explained step by
step along with application of each step to an example that compares leaching of
arsenic from bound materials (portland cement concrete and asphalt concrete) in
the presence and absence of secondary materials (coal neutral fly ash, coal
basic fly ash, and municipal solid waste incinerator bottom ash).
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1. Determine level of complexity
of approach

2. Determine sensitivity of model
to parameters selected
6.Bayesian updating
3. Decide which parameters are
uncertain which will be modeled
as conditions

Variability loop

4a. Generate a realization of
uncertain parameters

4b.Try all
combinations
of conditions

5.Compute leachate fluxes

Uncertainty loop
6. Present and interpret results

Figure 3.2. Proposed framework

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Step 1: Level of Complexity of Approach

The first step is to decide on the complexity of the approach that will be
used for release estimates. The model selected and the extent of incorporation
of probabilistic methods will determine the level of complexity. Model complexity
varies widely from calculation of the release using one equation for the entire
system to use of a finite element code for unsteady variably saturated fluid and
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contaminant transport. Probabilistic complexity is low if only uncertainty or only
variability (uncertainty or variability loop) is propagated; medium if uncertainty
and variability are jointly incorporated; and high if Bayesian statistics is used. In
medium probabilistic complexity, the variability and uncertainty are either
separated within the same parameter or distributed to different parameters or
both. I suggest starting with a simple approach and increasing the model
complexity and probabilistic treatment of the approach as warranted. A sitespecific, detailed analysis may be expensive, however, the benefits and cost
savings from not disposing of the material may outweigh the cost of a more
comprehensive approach.
To determine the acceptability of the portland cement concrete and
asphalt concrete to be used as surface layers in a pavement, the first step is to
measure the total content of the contaminants in the materials. If the total
content is low enough then there is no need for release estimates. In my
example, total concentrations of arsenic in all the materials are assumed to be
high requiring prediction of potential release.
Three models are included in this paper (Table 3.2) although other models
can also be used within the proposed framework to probabilistically predict the
release fluxes (Nelson et al., 2001; Park and Batchelor, 2002; EPA, 1999).
Monolith and percolation approaches have been discussed in detail in Kosson et
al. (1996 and 2002) and currently form the basis for release estimates in Europe
(BMD, 1995). These two approaches yield more realistic and typically less
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conservative results than the TCLP test (Sanchez et al., 2002). Monolith and
percolation approaches are practical to use because only a single equation is
calculated and a small number of parameters is required. However, monolith
and percolation equations are based on the assumption that the pavement
material is completely saturated for the times it is considered “wet“. In reality, the
saturation of the different parts of the pavement material may vary based on the
design, the extent of cracking, and the climate. Considering that without water,
there is no leaching, and that the extent of leaching and transport is dictated by
the degree of saturation of the medium with water, incorporating hydraulic
regimes in a two dimensional or three dimensional medium is crucial if there is
room for further rigor. Incorporation of spatial and temporal variability in
hydraulic regimes and consequent leaching forms the basis for the third model
discussed in this paper. As expected, incorporation of spatial and temporal
scales in water and contaminant movement adds considerable complexity and
parameters to the model (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2: Single equation modeling approaches and the rigorous approach

Approach
Complexity of
approach
Material type
Process
modeled
Decisions

Characteristic
equations

Output

Parameters

Diffusion

Percolation

Variably saturated transport

Single equation

Single equation

Multiple equations and temporal and spatial scales

Monolith
Mass transfer
limited: diffusion

Granular
Solubility limited:
percolation

• Parameter
selection

• Parameter selection

• One dimensional
diffusion equation

• Solubility multiplied
by liquid to solid ratio

Monolith and/or granular
Adsorption and mass transfer limited: diffusion and
advection
• Unsaturated water flow and contaminant transport
model selection
• Parameter selection
• Pavement design and climate selection
• Variable saturated water movement: Richards’
equation
• Hydraulic properties: empirical models (e.g. van
Genuchten, Brooks and Corey equations)
• Solute transport: Common convection dispersion
equation
Spatial and temporal water content and water fluxes
Spatial and temporal contaminant concentration and
fluxes
Temporal edgedrain water and contaminant fluxes
θsat;, θres, Ksat, α, n, ρ, Disp, T, Cini, D, Kd, Depth, P, H,
Cracking, Edgedrain pipe/No edgedrain pipe,
paved/unpaved shoulder, geo, t

1

4 × Cini  t × Dobs  2
Mt =


H  π 

Mt =

I× t ×S
ρ×H

Cumulative
contaminant release

Cumulative
contaminant release

Dobs, H, t, Cini

ρ, , Cini,, S, I, H, t

θsat: saturated water content
θres: residual water content
α, n: Hydraulic fitting parameters for the van Genuchten soil moisture retention curve,
ρ: density
Cini: initial contaminant concentration
D: diffusion coefficient
geo: geometry of the pavement design
Disp: dispersion
Dobs: observed diffusivity
H: height of material of concern
I: infiltration
Kd: adsorption coefficient
Ksat: saturated hydraulic conductivity
Mt: contaminant mass released
P: precipitation
S: solubility at field pH
T: tortuosity
t: lifetime of the pavement
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For the arsenic release example, the appropriate first stage modeling is
the monolith approach. Even though the monolith approach has been used for
more than a decade, its probabilistic application is new. In selecting the monolith
approach it was assumed that the arsenic release rate from both portland cement
concrete and asphalt concrete is limited by mass transfer. For this example the
probabilistic complexity was set to low for simplicity.
Step 2: Parameter Sensitivity

Whenever possible, a sensitivity analysis is encouraged to save time and
focus efforts. If the model selected is not sensitive to certain parameters, then
less effort should be directed to determining those parameters. Conversely, the
parameters that significantly affect the model results should be more carefully
handled. Parameter sensitivity is important not only before modeling;
interpretation of model results is more thorough if the effect of each parameter on
the model output is well characterized.
There are many local and global sensitivity analysis methods (Cronin et
al., 1995; Boateng, 2001; Chang et al., 1993; Saltelli et al, 2000). A practical
sensitivity analysis using @Risk is multivariate stepwise regression between the
input parameters and the output. This method is useful if the R2 value of the
regression is greater than ~60 % suggesting that the linear regression sufficiently
explains the relationship between the inputs and outputs. In the arsenic
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example, regressing input parameters, Dobs, H, t, and Cini against the release
estimates showed that more than 80% (R2>0.80 for all four simulations) of the
output variation could be explained by the linear relationship between the inputs
and the output (Table 3.3). The sensitivity is expressed as the normalized
regression coefficients associated with each input parameter (Table 3.3). A
regression value of 0 indicates that there is no significant relationship between
the input and the output, while a regression value of 1 or –1 indicates a 1 or –1
standard deviation change in the output for a 1 standard deviation change in the
input. In the arsenic example, both with and without secondary materials, one
standard deviation of any input caused at least 0.2 standard deviation change in
the output. The output had higher sensitivity to H and Dobs than t and Cini in the
presence of secondary materials. A more rigorous sensitivity analysis for the
arsenic example would include the sensitivity of distribution parameters (lower
and upper limits for uniform distributions and mean and standard deviation for
normal and lognormal distributions) to the release estimates.
Table 3.3. Normalized regression coefficients and the R2 value for the sensitivity analysis using
regression.

Portland Cement Concrete

H
t
Cini
Dobs
R2

Asphalt Concrete

w/ secondary
materials

w/o secondary
materials

w/ secondary
materials

-0.588
0.268
0.221
0.596
0.84

-0.846
0.38
0.87

-0.647
0.305
0.372
0.466
0.83
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w/o
secondary
materials
-0.839
0.388
0.87

Step 3: Conditions and Uncertainty

Uncertainty represents the degree of ignorance about the precise value of
a particular parameter whereas variability is the inherent variation in the value of
a particular parameter within the population of interest. Clear distinctions
between the uncertain and variable nature of parameters have been made in risk
assessment studies (Hatis and Burmaster, 1994; Rai et al., 1996; Hoffman and
Hammonds; 1994; Bogen, 1995) and much less frequently in fate and transport
models (Frey and Rhodes, 1996). A similar distinction is made in the proposed
framework because the release information from this source assessment
framework is to be used for risk analysis, which relies on propagating uncertainty
and variability for decision making. In the proposed framework variability can be
thought of as “conditions“. The variability in this context represents different
scenarios for pavement designs or spatial or temporal variability in climate.
Parameters with low ignorance level (i.e. accurately and precisely known
parameters) can be treated as conditions.
In the arsenic example, there are four parameters (ρ, Dobs, H, and t) in the
diffusion model. These parameters were represented as possible release
conditions, which can be considered to be different pavement design scenarios.
In common deterministic calculations, conservative estimates of these
parameters are used or several different scenarios are calculated to represent
variability. In this new framework, parameters were represented as probability
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density functions that were more representative of what is fully known about the
parameters. Using @Risk, stratified random samples (Latin Hypercube
sampling) were then drawn from these distributions to propagate variability. Latin
Hypercube sampling was arbitrarily selected since a comparison of output
distributions from Latin Hypercube and Monte Carlo (unstratified sampling)
sampling techniques yielded similar results at two thousand iterations. In other
problems, Latin Hypercube sampling might be preferred over Monte Carlo
sampling for computing efficiency (fewer iterations due to stratification) and better
representation of low probability outcomes. The iteration number (number of
samples from each distribution) in these Monte Carlo experiments was set to two
thousand based on convergence. In other words, the shape and statistics of the
output distribution did not markedly change by additional iterations.
Selection of parameter values and distributions are shown in Table 3.4.
Based on my judgment, the knowledge of the lifetime of the pavement was
represented with a normal distribution with a mean of 15 years and a standard
deviation of five years. Assuming that the pavement would last at least one year,
the lower tail of the distribution was truncated at one year. This distribution was
selected to account for variability in the climate (i.e. different geographical
locations with varying degrees of pavement performance), volume and type of
traffic, and the pavement design. The height of the surface layer in pavements
may vary from 10 cm to 40 cm in the presence of overlays. Thus, a uniform
distribution from 0.1m to 0.4m was selected to represent the variability in height
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of the application in existing and future designs. Variability in pavement
materials was accounted for by the variability in observed diffusivity and the initial
available concentration. For asphalt concrete and portland cement concrete with
secondary materials, observed diffusivity was represented by lognormal
distributions, and initial available concentrations were represented as uniform
distributions based on data from de Groot et al (1990). The observed diffusivity
and initial available concentration of arsenic in asphalt concrete and Portland
cement concrete without secondary materials were not modeled probabilistically
because there was not available data to define a probability density function. For
pavements containing recycled materials, a uniform distribution was selected for
initial available concentrations because there was no basis to select a different
distribution.
Table 3.4. Observed diffusivity and initial available concentrations*.

Dobs (m2/s)
Cini (mg/kg)

Portland Cement Concrete
w/o secondary
w/ secondary materials
materials
Lognormal
-12
8.51 10
-10
-10
(3.16 10 ,2.76 10 )
Uniform (0.03, 0.05)
0.012

Asphalt Concrete
w/ secondary
w/o secondary
materials
materials
Lognormal
-12
6.31 10
-13
-13
(8.42 10 , 5.4 10 )
Uniform (0.04, 0.09)
0.03

*The values in parentheses represent mean and standard deviation for lognormal distribution,
and upper and lower values for uniform distribution.

Step 4: Propagating Uncertainty in Presence of Different Conditions

The purpose of the arsenic example was to analyze different conditions
only and thus uncertainty was not explicitly included in the model. However,
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there may be other cases when this distinction becomes meaningful and medium
probabilistic complexity is more appropriate. For example, if the goal is to predict
leaching from a pavement made of the same unbound material and constructed
throughout a region using the same design, the percolation model can be used
and the parameters H and ρ can be modeled as constants (design is constant), I
can be modeled as a variable parameter (based on variation of the climate within
the region), and S can be modeled as an uncertain parameter with the
distribution constructed from available leaching test results for different liquid to
solid ratios.
An embedded Monte Carlo nest is used for joint propagation of uncertainty
and conditions. Random samples are drawn from the probability density
distributions of uncertain variables (S in this case). A random parameter sample
is matched with a sample from a probability density function of the condition.
Then, the sampled uncertain parameter is kept constant and matched with
however many samples (number of rounds of variability loop) are collected from
the condition distribution. If the condition is represented as a set number of
different scenarios (e.g. a total of four infiltration values in the percolation
example), then the total iterations in the variability loop is equal to that number.
This process is repeated for the other random samples from the probability
distributions of uncertain variables.
In addition to describing the uncertainty and variability in different
parameters, many studies have also propagated the uncertainty and the
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variability within the same parameter using the embedded Monte Carlo nest
(Moschandreas and Karuchit, 2002; Cohen et al., 1996; Hoffman and
Hammonds; 1994). However, in leaching models, unambiguous representation
of joint uncertainty and variability in the same parameter may be difficult. An
example is the parameter adsorption coefficient that would be needed if the
rigorous approach had been selected in Step 1. Pavement material adsorption
parameters for metals abound in the literature; however, the release is a complex
mechanism that depends on pH and liquid to solid ratio. Both of these conditions
will change in the field in time and in space (variability) in a less predictable
manner (uncertainty). A convenient representation that is also realistic is to
represent the adsorption coefficient as a probabilistic variable where the
probability encompasses both uncertainty and variability since these two cannot
be clearly distinguished for this particular parameter. Thus, in unclear situations,
a single probability density function should be preferred over forced inclusion of
both uncertainty and variability within the same parameter.
Step 5: Release Calculations

In this step, the model selected is run to calculate release of contaminants
from recycled materials. In the arsenic example, the number of samples
collected from each distribution was two thousand. Thus, the monolith equation
was calculated two thousand times.
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If a modeling approach that involves variably saturated contaminant
transport has been selected, then the simulation would involve significant
computation. The model for the this approach is a two or three dimensional finite
element or finite difference code that simulates the variably saturated hydraulic
regimes and the solute transport (e.g. HYDRUS2D, FEFLOW). Such a model
brings not only computational burden but also greater difficulty in determining
parameter values or probability distributions due to a greater number of
parameters required for the model. In addition, use of such complicated codes
(as opposed to single equations) requires some expertise in defining boundary
conditions and initial conditions, and working with mesh designs. However, the
spatial and temporal leaching information specific to existing hydraulic regimes
and the pavement design (i.e. thickness and width of surface layers,
base/subbase layers, shoulders, drainage pipes) may be valuable. For example,
if infiltration occurs only under cracks and joints, and is collected adequately by
drainage pipes, then placement of recycled materials away from joints and
possible location of cracks would yield significantly smaller risks. Similarly, if
there is leaching from the pavement materials but if this leachate is collected in
the drainage pipes, then the path of the leachate after it exits the outlet of the
edgedrain should be of concern (i.e. not the contamination of the groundwater
directly under the pavement). The only way to simulate and predict the outcome
of such more detailed scenarios is to use a variably saturated water movement
and solute transport model.
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Step 6: Bayesian Modeling

For the purpose of the arsenic example, Bayesian updating was
unnecessary because uncertainty was not considered and thus the probabilistic
complexity was set to low. In high probabilistic complexity, the emphasis is on
uncertainty and the goal is to reduce the uncertainty by incorporating a weighted
average of all available information using Bayesian statistics. For example, if the
release analysis is for a specific design and if measured values are available
then these can be used to represent the uncertainty of the parameters.
However, these measurements can be biased or may contain significant noise in
which case other information from literature data, expert judgment, past
experience, and intuition can be used to reach an updated information state. The
proposed framework includes the Bayesian approach because a lot of
uncertainty exists with many of the parameters needed for release estimates and
this alternative approach to classical statistics provides the means to make best
use of the data.
Step 7: Presentation and Interpretation of Results for Decision Making

Arsenic Leaching: Presentation of a Low Probabilistic Complexity Example
The probabilistic output in the arsenic example can be presented in the
form of cumulative probability where the arsenic release at 100% variability
represents the worst case scenario among all design parameters (Figures 3.3
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and 3.4). If the model is assumed to represent reality, one can say that 90% of
all existing pavement designs would release no more than 0.023mg/kg arsenic
for asphalt concrete pavements and no more than 0.272mg/kg arsenic for
Portland cement concrete pavements. This approach can also be used to
determine what percent of designs may exceed a given contaminant release
limit. In this example, at 50% and 90% variability, there was almost twice as
much release in the presence of recycled materials from both Portland cement
concrete and asphalt concrete.
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Percentiles of variability
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0.104

0.272
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0.7
0.6
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0.122
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0.3
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Without secondary materials

0.1

With secondary materials

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Arsenic released (mg/kg)
Figure 3.3: Arsenic release from portland cement concrete for different designs.
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0.011
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0.3
0.2
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0.1
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0

0.01

0.02

0.03
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Arsenic released (mg/kg)
Figure 3.4. Arsenic release from asphalt concrete for different designs.

Interpretation
Regulatory agencies need to decide how much leaching constitutes an
unacceptable risk using a straightforward method that does not lead to unclear
situations. One approach is to forward calculate the risk based on exposure and
dose-response relationships using probabilistic risk models (Batchelor et al.,
1998). Another practical approach may be to follow the Dutch Building Materials
Decree, which is based on soil protection (BMD, 1995). Dutch regulations
specify that use of any material (primary or recycled) should not increase the
target soil concentrations more than one percent within 100 years in one meter of
the underlying soil (assuming 100 percent retention). The target values
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represent concentrations at which the risks to human health and the environment
are considered negligible. By specifying that materials should be at least 0.5m
above the groundwater table, the regulations also assume that this criterion
protects the groundwater. The American or the Danish system provides another
option for evaluating the contaminant burden on the groundwater by modeling
contaminant transport to groundwater using a dilution factor (Hartlen et al., 1999;
EPA, 1996).
Alternatively, estimates of contaminant release from the pavement can be
compared to background soil concentrations (Figure 3.5). The results of the
arsenic example show that depending on the location of the road, the release
may be a very small burden to the soil. For example, in Colorado, the total
release from the road is expected to be 15 times less than the lower value of
arsenic found in the soil. (This analysis assumes that all arsenic released is
retained in the upper soil horizon, with a depth equal to the depth of recycled
material application above the soil.)
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As concentration (mg/kg)

1000
100
10
1

New Jersey
New
Maine
Hampshire

Portland Cement Concrete

0.1

Colorado

90th percentile
90th percentile

Asphalt Concrete
0.01
0.001

Figure 3.5. Background soil concentrations (Baldwin and McCreary; 1998).

In addition to, or in lieu of, comparison of estimates of contaminant burden
on soil and groundwater, a comparative risk assessment can be employed. For
evaluation of the use of secondary materials in roadway environments,
appropriate cases of comparison are estimates of contaminant flux leached from
highways with recycled materials, highways without recycled materials, and
landfills if the material is disposed of instead of recycled. For example, the
arsenic release analysis allows the decision maker to compare environmental
acceptability of PCC and asphalt concrete in the presence and absence of
secondary materials. For example, use of recycled materials in asphalt concrete
is estimated to release 0.023 mg/kg of arsenic at 90% variability; PCC
constructed with virgin materials releases 0.104 mg/kg at the same variability
level. Comparative risk assessment is a powerful method because it places risks
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due to recycling in an appropriate context of other likely disposal options for
materials and inherent risks of using virgin materials.

EVALUATION OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK AS A POLICY TOOL

In the proposed framework, increasing levels of probabilistic and model
specific alternatives for characterizing the contaminant fluxes offers flexibility for
the risk manager to tailor the modeling approach to the problem and resources at
hand. The probabilistic output from the framework allows for easier interpretation
and use of the results because the output includes all the information known and
not known about the analysis. The major implied complexity of acceptance of
probabilistic information is the need for the risk assessor, manager,
communicator, and the public to comprehend probability. Communicating
probabilistic output to people not familiar with probability may be difficult but
perhaps not more so than having to deal with the problem in ignorance of all
information available about the variability and the uncertainty.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper is based on the hypothesis that use of secondary materials
may be advantageous and more common if a methodology was available to
characterize the environmental impact for decision makers. Thus, a new
framework is proposed which provides the much needed tool for the decision
maker to evaluate possible designs with secondary materials and also compare
the risks with risks from use of traditional materials. With more rigorous
description of the input parameters, the framework is a new approach (instead of
best case or worst case designs) for prediction of the “correct“ range of release
concentrations along with their frequency of occurrence as demonstrated in the
arsenic example. A major strength of the framework is that it provides guidance
on how to incorporate different levels of ignorance and knowledge in contaminant
release estimates. The probabilistic approaches that have almost become
standard in other components of risk assessment can now be used for source
term estimates as explained in this paper.
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________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 4

PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF ONE DIMENSIONAL WATER
MOVEMENT AND LEACHING FROM HIGHWAY EMBANKMENTS
CONTAINING SECONDARY MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT

Predictive methods for contaminant release from virgin and secondary
road construction materials are important for evaluating potential long-term soil
and groundwater contamination from highways. The objective of this research
was to describe the field hydrology in a highway embankment and to investigate
leaching under unsaturated conditions by use of a contaminant fate and transport
model. The HYDRUS2D code was used to solve the Richards equation and the
advection-dispersion equation with retardation. Water flow in a Minnesota
highway embankment was successfully modeled in one dimension for several
rain events after Bayesian calibration of the hydraulic parameters against water
content data at a point 0.32 m below the surface of the embankment. The
hypothetical leaching of Cadmium from coal fly ash was probabilistically
simulated in a scenario where the top 0.50 m of the embankment was replaced
by coal fly ash. Simulation results were compared to the percolation equation
method where the solubility is multiplied by the liquid to solid ratio to estimate
total release. If a low solubility value is used for Cadmium, the release estimates
obtained using the percolation/equilibrium model are close to those predicted
from HYDRUS2D simulations (~ 10-4-10-2 mg Cd/kg ash). If high solubility is
used, the percolation equation over predicts the actual release (0.1-1.0 mg Cd/kg
ash). At the 90th percentile of uncertainty, the ten-year liquid to solid ratio for the
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coal fly ash embankment was 9.48 L/kg, and the fraction of precipitation that
infiltrated the coal fly ash embankment was 92 percent. Probabilistic modeling
with HYDRUS2D appears to be a promising realistic approach to predicting field
hydrology and subsequent leaching in embankments.
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INTRODUCTION

Highway embankments and pavement structural layers such as
base/subbase layers, shoulders, asphalt concrete, and Portland cement concrete
provide suitable settings to utilize large volumes of secondary materials such as
coal fly ash, steel slag, reclaimed asphalt pavement, and recycled concrete (Apul
et al., 2003). A major environmental concern for use of secondary materials in
the highway environment is the potential long-term leaching of contaminants,
which may result in widespread soil and groundwater contamination. Leaching
from embankments may pose an even greater problem than leaching from
structural components of the highway considering that much larger volumes of
material are used in uncovered embankments. If predictive methods for
contaminant release are available, more informed decisions can be made about
the use of secondary materials in the highway environment.
Physical and chemical factors dictating leaching from secondary materials
are complex and many studies have focused on various aspects of leaching. For
example, a significant portion of the leaching literature discusses laboratory
experiments under varying liquid to solid ratios and pHs (Kosson et al., 1996;
Kosson et al, 2002). Some researchers have modeled the pH dependent
leaching behavior by equilibrium dissolution/precipitation reactions (Kida et al.,
1996; Fallman, 2000) and more recently by sorption reactions (surface
complexation and surface precipitation) (Meima and Comans, 1998; Dijkstra et
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al., 2002). Others have coupled diffusion with chemical equilibrium to model
leaching behavior in the laboratory (Ganguly et al., 1998; Park and Batchelor,
2002; Gardner et al., 2002). Kosson et al. (1996, 2002) suggested use of a
percolation and a diffusion equation to extend laboratory results to field leaching
conditions. Most of these studies have assumed that the water flow through the
secondary material was uniform and constant and did not consider unsaturated
flow in their analyses.
Modeling and field studies show that the highway environment remains
unsaturated most of the time (Birgisson and Ruth, 2003; Birgisson and
Roberson, 2000). An accurate description of this unsaturated flow would be
helpful for understanding contaminant release in field conditions. In unsaturated
conditions, carbonation and oxidation reactions may affect the contaminant
release by modifying the matrix pH and chemistry (Townsend et al., 1999;
Sanchez et al., 2002). Details of pavement hydrology are also needed to
determine the dominant physical release and transport processes of
contaminants in the field. Either diffusion or solubility may limit contaminant
release in the field and the relative importance of these processes may depend
on water flow conditions, which will vary spatially (e.g., below cracks/joints,
unpaved shoulders versus below intact pavement sections) and temporally (e.g.,
dry and wet periods).
Some of the recent modeling work in highway environments includes
advective and diffusive transport of contaminants and spatial variability of the
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hydraulic regimes in two dimensions. For example, de Haan et al. (2003)
investigated variably saturated water flow in highway pavements using laboratory
and field experiments as well as numerical simulations using HYDRUS2D.
Experimental data and two-dimensional modeling results suggested that there
might be lateral water movement from the shoulder to the area below a relatively
impermeable pavement. Using HYDRUS2D, Bin-Shafique et al. (2002)
reproduced concentration measurements from coal fly ash in full-scale field
studies and laboratory column experiments. Huber et al. (2001) developed the
IMPACT model specifically for predicting the impact of beneficial use of
secondary materials in roads. While unsaturated flow was not considered for
simplicity, multiple transport, removal and retardation processes (e.g., advection,
dispersion, sorption, biodegradation, photolysis, and volatilization) were included
in the IMPACT model. Pagotto et al. (2003) used CESAR and PHREEQC codes
to model leaching from municipal solid waste incinerator ash and the 3FLO code
for mass transfer in the underlying soil. The model was one-dimensional and
considered variably saturated flow, advection and diffusion, as well as
precipitation/dissolution reactions.
This paper describes the probabilistic application of a finite element model
to simulate variably saturated flow and contaminant leaching in one dimension in
a highway embankment. The goal of the research was to develop a probabilistic
model for water movement in an existing highway embankment and to evaluate
the hydrological and leaching response of the embankment if part of the
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embankment was replaced by a secondary material, coal fly ash. A probabilistic
approach was used because the confidence in release estimates can be
expressed by explicitly considering the variability and uncertainty in the complex
physical and chemical factors affecting leaching. Many authors have treated
uncertainty and variability separately (Frey and Rhodes, 1996; Rai et al., 1996;
Maxwell and Kastenberg, 1999); in this paper, I do not make that distinction and
assume that the probability distributions I use represent the combined true
uncertainty and variability. If a probabilistic approach had not been taken, point
estimates from deterministic modeling might have considerably overestimated or
underestimated the reality and provided no information on the confidence of the
output.
Water movement was simulated in an embankment at the Minnesota
Department of Transportation’s (MnDOT) MnROAD instrumented, outdoor test
facility. Unsaturated hydraulic parameters of the model are often not known for
many virgin and secondary pavement materials. Thus, a Bayesian approach
was taken where the uncertainty in unsaturated parameters was propagated
through the model and then updated using Bayes’ theorem and embankment
water content data for 14,641 simulations. This updated information was
combined with literature data to investigate a hypothetical leaching scenario for
Cadmium when coal fly ash is used in the embankment.
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METHODS
Field Site

The MnROAD test facility consists of 40, 152-m-long hot mix asphalt and
Portland cement concrete test sections with varying structural designs. Each test
section is instrumented to monitor strength and hydraulic properties. The
hydraulic properties of the embankment were predicted from water content
measurements made in the embankment of test section 12, a Portland cement
concrete pavement with an asphalt shoulder (Figure 4.1a). Water content was
measured every three hours using an automated time domain reflectometry
(TDR) waveguide. The Ledieu et al. (1986) calibration equation was used to
convert dielectric values to volumetric water content. A 16-day period (23 July-8
August 1997) was used for Bayesian uncertainty analysis of the parameters.
This period was selected because (1) no major rain events had occurred for the
previous three days, (2) the water contents had been constant for days, and (3) it
included several rain events of varying intensities.
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Figure 4.1 Cross section of MnROAD test section 12 (a), conceptual model of the MnROAD
embankment (b), and coal fly ash scenario (c).

Finite Element Model

HYDRUS2D, a Windows-based finite element code, was used for all simulations
(Simunek et al., 1999). HYDRUS2D numerically solves the following equations
for variably saturated water movement and solute movement:
•

Advection-dispersion equation with retardation for unsaturated medium:

∂ ( K d C ) ∂  ∂C
∂ (θC )
 ∂ (νC )
+ρ
= θ
(τD m +θvDi )  −
b
∂t
∂t
∂z  ∂z
∂z
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[4.1]

where ρb is bulk density [M/L3), Kd [L3/M] is the partition coefficient, τ is the
tortuosity factor [-], θ is volumetric water content [-], C is aqueous concentration
[M/V], Dm is the molecular diffusion of the metal in free water [L2/T], Di is the
dispersivity [L], t is time [T], z is the vertical location [L], and ν is the advective
velocity [L/T]. The assumptions of this equation are local equilibrium and linear
sorption.

•

Richards’ equation for water movement in unsaturated media:

∂θ ∂ 
 ∂h 
=  K(h) − 1
∂t ∂z 
 ∂z 

[4.2]

where h is pressure head [L].

•

Closed form expression of the van Genuchten (1980) formulation for the soil
moisture retention curve:

θ = θr +

θ s −θr
(1+ | αh | n )1−1 / n

[4.3]

where θr [-] is (volumetric) residual water content, θs [-] is (volumetric) saturated
water content and α [1/L] and n [-] are fitting parameters.

•

Variation of hydraulic conductivity with water content:
Se =

θ −θr
θs −θr

K (θ ) = K sat S e [1 − (1 − S e
0.5

[4.4]
n /( n −1) 1−1 / n 2

)

]

where Se is effective water content [-], and Ksat [L/T] is saturated hydraulic
conductivity. Equations 4.3 and 4.4 assume that the (non-hysteretic) soil
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[4.5]

moisture retention curve and the hydraulic conductivity curve for a soil can be
estimated using five parameters (α, n, θs, θr, and Ksat).
Embankment Infiltration Model

Precipitation was input in to the model in 15 minute intervals as a timevarying-flux boundary condition at the surface of the embankment (Figure 4.1b).
Maximum pressure head at the embankment surface was set to 2 mm to allow
for runoff. The effect of groundwater was modeled by setting a constant zero
pressure head at 1.3 m below ground surface, which is the actual depth to
groundwater at the time of the data. Time varying water content values at 0.32 m
from the surface were stored for each simulation for posterior probability
calculations. Ground freezing and evaporation were not considered.
The initial water content distribution was specified to be as close to steady
state conditions as possible. In HYDRUS2D, equilibrium conditions can be
specified based on the pressure at the bottom of the mesh. When equilibrium
pressures are assigned, the initial water content at the measurement depth may
be considerably higher or lower than the first measured water content value. To
overcome this problem, initial conditions were set at equilibrium pressure and
these pressure values were converted to water content values based on the most
likely parameter set of preliminary modeling exercises.
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Probabilistic Calibration of Unsaturated Parameters

There were two major criteria for selecting a model for calibrating the
hydraulic parameters: to be able to incorporate all available information on the
system, and to be able to present the results in a probabilistic way such that the
confidence in results would be explicit. A Bayesian approach satisfies both
criteria because Bayes’ theorem can statistically weight and thus update the prior
information about the model parameters (e.g. from literature values, preliminary
modeling exercises), with the degree of agreement between model predictions
and observed field water content data. Bayesian approaches differ from classical
statistics by allowing use of a subjective probability distribution, which represents
the information on the system prior to new data collection. In this research, each
simulation was assumed to have equal probability prior to comparison of
simulations results with the field data. Through a Bayesian updating procedure,
the probability of each simulation and the probability distributions of the
parameters were re-calculated.
The Bayesian approach used in this research for probabilistic calibration
of hydraulic parameters (θr, θs, Ksat, α, and n) was adopted from Sohn et al.
(2000). Uniform prior probability distributions were assigned to the unsaturated
parameters based on literature data (Bigl and Berg, 1996) and previous
embankment modeling experience. Uniform prior distributions were selected
because the prior available information suggested that the parameters could take
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any value within the expected ranges. The parameter θr was kept constant at
0.25 based on values reported by Bigl and Berg (1996) and water content
observations of the embankment in the field. The ranges of the remaining
parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Parameters were grid sampled (11 samples
each) from uniform distributions and HYDRUS2D was run for all combinations of
the parameters (114=14,641 simulations). Visual basic code was used to
sequentially run HYDRUS2D for each parameter combination and store the
necessary output in a designated folder. The simulated output from HYDRUS2D
was compared to field measurements of water content at a depth of 0.32 m into
the embankment by calculating the likelihood of each simulation. Posterior
probabilities of each simulation were obtained from Bayes’ theorem.
Table 4.1 Prior and posterior mean and standard deviations of the updated parameters.
Parameters/ranges
Mean
3

3

Prior
Standard
Deviation
0.029

Posterior
Standard
Mean
Deviation
0.356
0.011

% Change in Standard
Deviation

θs (0.33-0.43) (m /m )

0.380

α (2.7-4.7) (1/m)

3.700

0.577

3.788

0.673

16.5

n (2.6-4.1) (-)

3.350

0.433

3.854

0.215

-50.4

Ksat (0.3-4.3)(m/day)

2.300

1.155

0.353

0.246

-78.7

-60.7

Assuming the error is distributed normally, the likelihood for any
observation in time for the u’th simulation was calculated using the following
equation:

L(O(t) Y(t)) =

1 O(t) − Y(t) u 2
exp(− [
] )
2
σu
2π σ u
1
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[4.6]

where σu is the variance of the difference between measured and modeled water
content values in time; O(t) is observed and Y(t) is modeled water content value
at 0.32 m below ground surface.
Each of the data points in time in the measured data set was assumed to
be independent. In other words, for simplicity, the temporal correlation between
consecutive water content measurements was not included in the statistical
model. The likelihood of observing all data points in time (129 observations for
16 days) and thus the likelihood for the u’th simulation is given by the product of
likelihood of each observation which quantifies the difference between the
observations and the model output:
T

L(O | Yu ) = ∏ L(O(t) | Y(t) u )

[4.7]

t =1

The variance of each simulation was calculated as:
2

σu =

1 T
(O(t) − Y(t)) 2
∑
T t =1

[4.8]

where t is 3-hour intervals up to 16 days.
The posterior probability of each simulation, p’u, was calculated from the
likelihood using Bayes theorem:

p'u = p' (Yu O) =

∑

L(O Yu )p(Yu )
U

L(O Yu )p(Yu )
u =1

[4.9]

The prior distribution for the simulations was uniform (each simulation had
equal probability initially) resulting in a constant p(Yu) value, which was canceled
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out from the denominator and the numerator. Thus, the posterior probability of
each simulation was the normalized likelihood value.
Once the posterior probabilities were calculated for each simulation, the
profile likelihood ratio concept (Kalbfleish and Sprott, 1970; Vrugt and Bouten,
2002) was used to determine the confidence intervals of the posterior
parameters. Chi square significance of p<0.05 was chosen as a cut off for
deciding which parameter combinations (simulations) were significant.
Probability weighted mean and variance of the unsaturated parameters
were calculated from the posterior probabilities that passed the likelihood ratio
test and the corresponding parameter value using:
U

µ'θ = ∑ θ u ⋅ p u '

[4.10]

u =1

U

σ' θ = ∑ (θ u − µ'θ ) 2 ⋅ p' u
2

[4.11]

i =1

where θu is one of the four parameters investigated and U is the total number of
simulations (14,641).
Coal Fly Ash Scenario Model

Contaminant leaching was simulated for 10 years for a hypothetical coal
fly ash embankment scenario where top 0.50 m of the MnROAD embankment
was replaced with coal fly ash (Figure 4.1c). The groundwater table was set at
1.9 m, which is within the range (1.3 to 4.6m) observed at the MnROAD test site.
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An entire year’s precipitation data repeated ten times was input as the variable
flux boundary condition. The molecular diffusion coefficient of Cadmium in free
water was input in the model as a constant (6.2×10-5 m2/day) (Li and Gregory,
1974) and tortuosity factor was calculated within HYDRUS2D as a function of the
water content using Millington and Quirk’s (1961) equation (τ =θ7/3/θs2).
The probability distributions of unsaturated hydraulic properties of the
embankment soil, given in Table 4.3, were determined from parameter posterior
probabilities obtained from embankment infiltration simulations. Probability
distributions were fit to the four parameters (θs, α, n, Ksat) based on the posterior
probabilities generated from HYDRUS2D simulations that passed the profile
likelihood ratio test. Weighted moment equations were applied to calculate the
means and standard deviations for the normal distributions (Table 4.2).
Saturated hydraulic conductivity and saturated water content were assigned joint
lognormal distributions with correlation (log(θs),log(Ksat)) = 0.87.
Table 4.2 Probability distributions for unsaturated parameters.

Coal fly ash

MnROAD Embankment

Log (θr) ~Normal (-2.881,
θr = 0.25
0.559)
θs ~ Normal (0.455,0.035)
Log (θs) ~ normal (1.033, 0.031)
α ~Uniform (0.08,0.45)
α ~Normal (3.788, 0.673)
n ~Normal (2.567,0.378)
Log (5 - n) ~ normal (0.113, 0.186)
Log (Ksat) ~Normal (-3.18,0.96) Log (Ksat) ~ normal (-1.125, 0.315)
Kd ~ Uniform (0.3, 2000)
Kd ~ Uniform (1, 4000)
ρb ~ Normal (1.303, 0.109)
ρb ~ Normal (1.756, 0.074)
τ ~Uniform (0.1, 0.5)
Di ~ Uniform (0.05, 0.36)
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Probability distributions for all other parameters were based on literature
data. Probability distributions for α, n, θs, θr, Ksat, and bulk density of the coal fly
ash were based on six sources of coal fly ash with measurements on both drying
and wetting of the samples (Young, 1993). The saturated hydraulic
conductivities reported in Young (1993; 10-2-10-1 m/day) are similar to those
reported by Bowders et al. (1987; 10-2 m/day) but higher than those reported in
Vesperman et al. (1985; 10-7 m/day) and Creek and Shackelford (1992; 10-5-10-3
m/day). The bulk density distribution for the embankment was estimated by
measurement of the subgrade material in this research (1.88 kg/L) and by Bigl
and Berg (1996) (1.74, 1.69, 1.84 kg/L).
Partition coefficients reported in soil and coal fly ash vary three to four
orders of magnitude for different conditions of pH and liquid to solid ratios. In
unsaturated conditions, the pH of secondary materials during leaching may vary
more than in saturated conditions (Townsend et al., 1999). To account for the
variability, uniform distributions (Table 4.2) were assigned to partition coefficients
based on the values reported by U.S. EPA (1999) and van der Sloot et al. (1992)
for soil and coal fly ash, respectively. The temporal and spatial variability of Kd
that would be expected in the field was incorporated in the modeling approach by
keeping the Kd values of the subgrade and the coal fly ash constant in a given
simulation but probabilistically varying them from simulation to simulation. The
value of Kd is often considered as a measure of the strength of the adsorption of
a contaminant on the soil. In this research, Kd is the lumped parameter for
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multiple processes such as dissolution/precipitation, surface complexation,
surface precipitation, and diffusive transfer from particle core to the bulk solution.
Use of Kd in the finite element model can be viewed as a method for interpreting
pH and liquid to solid specific leachate data.
My decision to use Kd values for predicting contaminant release is
supported by the work of Bin-Shafique et al. (2002) on another metal; selenium.
Bin-Shafique et al. (2002) estimated material specific Kd values from laboratory
column studies and then used these estimates in HYDRUS2D to predict leaching
from coal fly ash stabilized pavements. Field data was available for only two
years; yet a deterministic HYDRUS2D simulation accurately predicted field
release for Selenium for this short period.
Uncertainty in parameters was propagated through the model by running
HYDRUS2D with parameters randomly sampled from the parameter probability
distributions. To be able to run consecutive automated simulations randomly
sampled from probability distributions, the initial aqueous concentration assigned
to the coal fly ash was set to unity. HYDRUS2D allows input of initial aqueous
concentration and calculates the equilibrium solid concentration of the
contaminant based on the Kd value. As long as the simulation results can be
normalized, the absolute value of the concentration is not important since the
concentration term appears throughout the advection dispersion equation.
Contaminant leaching was evaluated by comparing the total mass of Cadmium
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leached across a point 0.01 m below the coal fly ash to the initial Cadmium mass
input in the HYDRUS2D.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Updating of Uncertainty

A majority of the posterior probabilities were insignificantly low suggesting
that many of the parameter combinations were unlikely to be representative of
the system modeled (Figure 4.2). Applying the likelihood ratio criteria, simulations
with posterior probabilities less than 10-6 were eliminated leaving 510 simulations
(with total posterior probability of 0.999345) that were further analyzed
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Figure 4.2 Histogram of posterior probabilities of all simulations and distribution of accepted
posterior probabilities (inset).
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The summary statistics of the prior and posterior distributions are shown in
Table 4.1. The mean of the distribution of n increased, while its standard
deviation decreased in the posterior estimates. The standard deviation of α
increased suggesting that the prior distribution assigned to this parameter was
too tight. The mean and the standard deviations of Ksat and θr distributions
decreased after Bayesian updating. The posterior mean of Ksat is very close to
the lower end of the range of the prior distribution. Laboratory measured values
by Bigl and Berg (1996) (0.0002-0.003m/day) also included much lower values
for Ksat. However, Ksat is probably not much lower than 0.03 m/day since
preliminary Bayesian analysis of this problem done with fewer grid samples but
wider ranges for Ksat (including 0.00035, 0.0035, and 0.035) had eliminated the
possibility of these low values representing field saturated hydraulic conductivity.
The results of the Bayesian analysis suggest that embankment hydraulic
conductivity may be higher than laboratory measured values, possibly due to
preferential flow paths.
Many authors noted that calibrated parameters may not be unique
(Lambot et al., 2002; Poeter and Hill, 1997; Valota et al., 2002). The Bayesian
updating technique inherently addresses this concern by probabilistic
conceptualization of the calibration problem. Firstly, all parameters were varied
(except θr) simultaneously since the parameter space was sampled in all four
dimensions. The updated parameters are representative of all combinations
within the parameter ranges sampled from. This approach is more
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representative of the parameter space than varying one parameter at a time.
Secondly, the updated parameter values are not viewed as unique solutions
where the possibility of other parameters representing the system is mainly
ignored. In the Bayesian updating approach, the possibility of other values of the
parameters is viewed as the uncertainty related to the model, model parameters,
and the modeler. Bayesian posteriors, which define the most relevant regions of
the multidimensional parameter space for this particular problem, contain all
information about the system such as prior expectations of the parameters and
the measured field water content data.
The posterior means of the parameters provide a reasonable match
between the measured and simulated water content data (Figure 4.3) and similar
results were observed when the posterior means were tested on another set of
time series available for the same embankment (Figure 4.4). Presence of only a
single data point for calibration is one weakness of the current research
compared to other studies where close matches between measured and
modeled water contents were also observed in controlled field and laboratory
experiments (Jacques et al., 2000; Lambot et al., 2002). In this research, overall,
the model adequately reproduced water content for precipitation events
exceeding 0.01 m, but under predicted the response of smaller rain events.
Multiple factors may be the cause of the minor deviations between the model
output and field data. Presence of lateral flow, limitations of the van Genuchten
model, evaporation, and hysterisis may have contributed to the deviations
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between measured and modeled output. Acting as an impermeable boundary,
the TDR rod might also affect the local distribution of water content (Ferre et al.
2002). The impermeable volume of the TDR rod was not considered in the
HYDRUS2D model.
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Figure 4.3 Modeled and measured water content data at 0.32m from the surface and the
corresponding precipitation quantity and intensity for a 16 day period in 1997.
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Figure 4.4 Modeled and measured water content data at 0.32 m from the surface and the
corresponding precipitation quantity and intensity for a 23 day period in 1998.
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Coal Fly Ash Simulations
Infiltration and Liquid to Solid Ratio
Water and Cadmium mass balance errors in the 113 randomly sampled
simulations were less than 2.7 and 1.0 percent, respectively. The total potential
infiltration (annual precipitation) was 0.65m/year and 92 percent (0.60 m/year) of
this flux actually infiltrated into the embankment at the 90th percentile of
uncertainty. Simulation results showed that the actual infiltration could be as low
as 34 percent (0.22 m/year) of the potential infiltration, while the mean infiltration
was 71 percent (0.46 m/year). Hjelmar (1990) measured percentage of
precipitation passing through large-scale lysimeters filled with slightly compacted
coal fly ash. The values reported by Hjelmar (58, 53, 55, 42, 46, 59, 61 percent)
for multiple lysimeters and two different types of fly ashes are slightly lower than
the mean value estimated in this research possibly due to differences in site
conditions.
The liquid to solid ratio is a measure of the amount of water that has
passed through the secondary material application and is calculated by dividing
the product of time [T] and flux of water [L3/T] through the material by the mass of
the material [M]. The mass of the secondary material varied among simulations
due to randomly sampled bulk density values. The liquid to solid ratio in ten years
was 7.15 L/kg and 9.48 L/kg on average and at the 90th percentile of uncertainty,
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respectively (Figure 4.5). The liquid to solid ratios measured by Hjelmar (1990)
normalized to 10 years and 0.50 m of coal fly ash are 4.6, 4.85, and 3.92 L/kg.
Higher liquid to solid ratios estimated in this research may be due to differences
in climate, groundwater table depth, and hydraulic conductivity.
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Liquid to solid ratio after 10 years
Figure 4.5 Histogram and fitted probability distribution for liquid to solid ratio after 10 years.

Leaching from Coal Fly Ash
The average percentage of initial available mass leached after 10 years,
as observed 0.01 m below ash, was 0.21 ± 0.20 percent. As also suggested by
the high value of the standard deviation, the probability distribution is skewed to
the right (Figure 4.6). At the 90th percentile of uncertainty, the percentages of
initial available mass leached are 0.02, 0.20, and 0.48 percent for one, five, and
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ten years, respectively (Figure 4.7). No significant Cadmium fluxes were
observed 0.25 m below the coal fly ash or at the groundwater table depth. After
10 years, the fraction of initial available mass leached was 5×10-6 percent at 0.25
m below the coal fly ash, and zero percent at the groundwater table depth (at the
90th percentile of uncertainty).
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Figure 4.6 Histogram and fitted probability distribution for percent of initial available mass leached
after 10 years (as observed 1 cm below coal fly ash).
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Figure 4.7 Cumulative probabilities of percentages of initial available mass leached (as observed 1
cm below coal fly ash) after 1, 5, and 10 years.

Results of HYDRUS2D simulations were so far expressed in percentage
of initial available mass leached. These results can also be interpreted in mg/kg
units by use of the following equation:
Release (mg/kg) = PL × TCd × MA
where PL = percentage of initial available mass leached [-]
TCd = Total concentration of Cadmium in the sample [mg/kg]
MA = Maximum availability of Cadmium expressed as percentage of total
contents [-]
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[4.12]

Probability distributions were assigned to each term in equation 12. A
lognormal distribution was fit to the percent leached data (Figure 4.6). The total
Cadmium content in coal fly ash was modeled as a lognormal distribution
(log(TCd) ~normal(1.93, 0.26)) based on values reported for 96 coal fly ash
sources reported in the literature (Alva et al., 1999a; Alva et al., 1999b; Brunori et
al., 2001; Garavaglia and Caramuscio, 1994; Hassett et al., 2001; Khandekar et
al., 1999; Mukherjee and Kikuchi, 1999; Schwab, 1993; Twardowska, 1999a;
Twardowska, 1999b; van der Sloot et al., 1991; van der Sloot et al., 1992; Wu
and Chen, 1987). The percentage of maximum observed availability of total
content was modeled with a uniform distribution with minimum and maximum
values of 5 percent and 36 percent, respectively (van der Sloot et al., 1992;
Chaudhuri et al., 2003; Kim and Kazonich, 2001).
The cumulative release at the 90th percentile of uncertainty, calculated
using equation 12 and the appropriate probability distributions, was 2.65×10-3 mg
Cd/kg ash after 10 years (Figure 4.8). The mean of the release estimate was
1.15×10-3 mg Cd/kg ash. Hjelmar (1990) measured Cadmium concentrations in
coal fly ash lysimeters and reported below detection limit concentrations
(<0.0001 mg/L) after 0.5, 2.6, and 2.6 years for three different lysimeters. To
estimate total release of Cadmium in 5 and 10 years, I assumed detection limit
concentrations for those times when Hjelmar’s (1990) measurements were below
detection limit. With this conservative approach, the total release measured by
Hjelmar (1990) varies from 1.7×10-5 to 6.5×10-5 mg Cd/kg ash, in approximately
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five years. If the estimates are extended to 10 years, the release varies from
6.3×10-4 to 6.7×10-4 mg Cd/kg ash. Thus, the mean of the HYDRUS2D
simulation results were within one order of magnitude of the estimate from
Hjelmar’s (1990) field experiments when his results were extrapolated
conservatively to 10 years.
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Figure 4.8 Cumulative probabilities of mass of Cd leached.
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Comparison with the Percolation Equation Method

In the percolation equation suggested by Kosson et al. (1996) the
cumulative mass released is calculated from the product of solubility of Cadmium
and the cumulative liquid to solid ratio.
Release (mg/kg) = SCd × (Liquid to Solid Ratio)

[4.13]

Where SCd is the solubility of Cadmium [mg/L].
The underlying assumption of this approach is that Cadmium will be
transported at its solubility value and the advection rate is equal to the annual
infiltration rate. Spatial and temporal scales are not explicitly considered in this
equation; the release is assumed to be a point source with constant
concentration transported at the infiltration rate. This approach is a simplified
application of the HYDRUS2D simulations (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 Comparison of deterministic applications of the two approaches for calculating release

Considers diffusion?
Considers dispersion?
Considers multiple layers?
Considers tortuosity?
Solubility assumption
Infiltration
Source of release

Percolation equation
No
No
No
No
Constant
Obtained from other
resources
Point source

HYDRUS2D simulations
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Varies linearly with the partition
coefficient
Calculated
Release throughout the material

The distribution assigned to the liquid to solid ratio for use in the
percolation equation method was the lognormal distribution fitted to the
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HYDRUS2D outputs (Figure 4.5). Leachate Cadmium concentrations from coal
fly ashes can vary from 0.0001 to 0.063 mg/L as a function of pH and liquid to
solid ratios (van der Sloot et al., 1992). When the low value of leachate
Cadmium concentration was used, the release estimate from the percolation
equation was within one order of magnitude of the release estimate from the
HYDRUS2D simulation at the 90th percentile of uncertainty (Figure 4.8). The
release estimate from the high value of leachate Cadmium concentration was
two to three orders of magnitude higher than the other estimates. Figure 4.8
shows that the release estimates predicted from Hjelmar’s (1990) field lysimeters
data are close to the HYDRUS2D results, and the percolation equation results
estimated from the low Cadmium solubility value. Use of high solubility values
results in a significant over predictions of Cadmium release.

CONCLUSIONS

In this research, the dynamics of the water content in a highway
embankment was simulated using a probabilistic Bayesian updating approach for
parameter calibration. Updated parameters and literature values were used to
predict release of Cadmium from a hypothetical coal fly ash embankment using
two different approaches. If a low solubility value is used for Cadmium, the
release estimates are close to those measured by Hjelmar (1990) and also
predicted from HYDRUS2D simulations. If high solubility is used, the percolation
equation significantly over predicts the actual release. The use of the advection
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dispersion equation for transport and retardation in unsaturated medium is a
powerful method for predicting contaminant release, especially when it is coupled
with probability. One implication of the use of the advection dispersion equation
is the ability to extend the release estimates to two-dimensional systems where
the percolation equation may no longer be applicable due to lateral flows and
more complicated hydraulic regimes. The authors recommend application of the
proposed approach to two dimensions to more realistically predict both the water
flow and the contaminant release and transport processes in highway
environments.
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULTANEOUS APPLICATION OF DISSOLUTION/PRECIPITATION
AND SURFACE COMPLEXATION/PRECIPITATION MODELING TO
CONTAMINANT LEACHING FROM WEATHERED STEEL SLAG
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ABSTRACT
This paper illustrates a new approach for modeling anion and cation
leaching from complex matrices such as weathered steel slag. The novelty of
the method is its simultaneous inclusion of sorption and solubility controls for
multiple analytes. Thermodynamic equilibrium of As, Ca, Cr, Ba, SO4, Mg, Cd,
Cu, Mo, Pb, V, and Zn ions with aqueous complexes, soluble solids and sorptive
surfaces were investigated; Al, Cl, Co, Fe, K, Mn, Na, Ni, Hg, and NO3 were input
in the model as background analytes. Saturation indices of minerals were used
to identify possible soluble solids controlling the release of major ions. To
estimate concentrations of sorptive surfaces, selective extractions of oxalate for
aluminum silicates and ascorbate for hydrous ferric oxides (HFO) were used.
Model calculations were based on the generalized double layer model and HFO
sorption constants implemented in Visual Minteq. The developed model shows
that leaching of SO4, Cr, As, Si, Ca, Mg, and V are controlled by corresponding
soluble solids. Leaching of Pb is controlled by Pb(VO4)3 solubility at low pHs and
by surface precipitation reactions at high pHs. Leaching of Cd and Zn are
controlled by surface complexation and surface precipitation, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Steel slag is a by-product of steel making and has traditionally been used
in road construction because of its good engineering properties. In the U.S.,
approximately 6.5 million tons of steel slag are produced annually, three quarters
of which is used in road construction as asphaltic concrete aggregate (21%), as
fill (21%), and as road base (37%). Other uses of steel slag are in railroad
ballast, ice control, neutralization of industrial discharge and mine drainage,
roofing granules, and landfill daily cover materials (Kalyoncu, 2001). Steel slag is
formed at very high temperatures (1200-1700oC). After it cools to atmospheric
conditions, it becomes unstable and chemically weathers mainly due to oxic
conditions, lower temperatures, and the presence of water. The secondary
minerals that form are oxides of aluminum and iron, which may coat the surface
of the steel slag grains (Luxan et al., 2000; Dorn and Meek, 1995; Bodurtha and
Brassard, 2000). Amorphous oxide minerals of aluminum and iron may have a
significant impact on the mobility of trace elements because of their large surface
areas, microporous structures, and an abundance of binding sites (Jenne, 1968;
Coughlin and Stone, 1995).
In this research, I investigated the leaching of 13 anions and cations from
five-year old weathered steel slag by pH-stat experiments and geochemical
modeling of the leaching system. Considering that aging reactions and formation
of new minerals may affect release of contaminants by surface complexation,
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surface precipitation, and dissolution / precipitation reactions, I considered all
these chemical reactions in conjunction with aqueous contaminant complexation.
Much of the investigation in similar types of work on residues focused on
modeling dissolution / precipitation reactions of major elements in the residues
(Eighmy et al, 1995). Two exceptions are the works of Meima and Comans
(1998) and Dijkstra et al. (2000) who investigated the interactions of metals with
hydrous oxides and successfully predicted the release of Cu, Mo, Pb, and Zn
from MSWI ash. They used the surface complexation model (SCM) and the
surface precipitation model (SPM) which have been extensively applied to
various surfaces such as pure metal (Al, Si, Mn, Fe) hydroxides (Karthikeyan and
Elliott, 1999; Tonkin et al., 2004; Csoban and Joo, 1999), carbonates (Zhu, 2002;
Zachara et al., 1991), sulfides (Sun, 1991), natural soils (Gustafsson, 2001),
sediments (Davis et al., 1998), and bacterial surfaces (Daughney and Fein,
1998). While SCM/SPMs have been used for many surfaces, most of these
systems have been simpler, dual or tertiary systems unlike the conditions of
leaching from residues where dozens of ions are present and competitively affect
leaching.
The goal of this study was to develop a new modeling approach for anion
and cation leaching from complex matrices such as weathered steel slag. The
novelty of the method is its simultaneous inclusion of sorption and solubility
controls for multiple analytes. I modeled leaching in the presence of multiple
analytes as opposed to modeling each element in isolation from other species
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because the nature of metal surface speciation on solid surfaces is a function of
not only pH but also of surface coverage, specific surface complexes, ionic
strength, and electrolyte type (Criscenti and Sverjensky, 2002). The steel slag
sorptive surfaces were assumed to be characteristic of hydrous ferric oxides and
the generalized double layer model and the SPM described in detail in Dzombak
and Morel (1990) and Zhu (2002) were used. All reactions were modeled using
Visual Minteq (version 2.15;
http://www.lwr.kth.se/English/OurSoftware/vminteq/), which includes the HFO
sorption constants from Dzombak and Morel (1990). Inputs for the model such
as background analytes, sorbate and sorbent concentrations were obtained from
pH stat leaching experiments, availability tests, and selective chemical
extractions of the steel slag, respectively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Steel Slag and Laboratory Measurements

Steel slag was obtained from a Swedish electric arc furnace steel plant
designed to produce low alloy steel from scrap steel. The slag is alkaline and
dominated by Ca (22%), Al (2%), Fe (24%), Mg (4%), Cr (7%), Mn (4%), and Si
(6%). The slag was placed in lysimeters at the Swedish Geotechnical Institute in
Linköping, Sweden, in December 1992 and excavated in October 1997. Details
of sample treatment and description of lysimeters and laboratory experiments are
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given elsewhere (Fällman and Hartlén, 1994; Fällman, 1997; Fällman et al.,
1999; Fällman et al., 2000) . Excavated samples were stored and sieved (4 mm
sieve) under N2/Ar to minimize the impact of O2 or CO2 on leachate
characteristics. pH dependent leaching experiments were performed at room
temperature, for 24 hours, and at a low liquid to solid (L/S) ratio of 5 L/kg which
approximates interstitial water concentrations while still allowing for mixing to
create homogenous solution. Neutral to alkaline pHs (6, 8, 10, and 12) were
selected to bracket the pH between freshly produced slag (pH~12) and potential
future pH values associated with carbonation (pH 7-8). The leachates were
filtered through 0.2 µm filters and split into three samples. One split was
preserved with HNO3 for analysis of Al, As, Ba, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, K,
Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, S, Si, V, and Zn by AAS, GFAAS, or ICP-MS. The
second split was left unpreserved and analyzed by IC for Cl, Na, K, and SO4. The
third split was analyzed for carbonates by high-temperature catalytic combustion
and IR-analysis of CO2. Metal concentrations available for sorption are needed
for SCM/SPMs and were estimated from maximum potential leaching of the
metals in the raw steel slag as described in Fällman and Hartlén (1994).
To determine mineral surface concentrations, XPS and “operationally”
selective chemical extractions were used. For particle surface analysis using
XPS, steel slag samples were ground to <250 µm to provide a homogenous and
flat surface. Initially a broad scan at a pass energy of 150 eV was collected
between 1,100 and 0 eV to identify photoelectron peaks of interest. Then
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detailed, high resolution scans of photoelectrons of interest were collected at a
lower pass energy (50 eV) to permit better resolution of spectral features.
Element concentrations of C, O, Ca, Al, Si, and Fe, and their speciation were
obtained from a statistical measure about the quality of the curve fitting exercise
and the likely mineral phase identified using the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) XPS database. The procedure for chemical extractions
comes from Meima and Comans (1998). HFO extraction is based on the use of
ascorbic acid as a solvent for the HFO as described by Kostka and Luther
(1994). Amorphous aluminum (hydr)oxide extraction is based on the use of an
acidic ammonium oxalate extraction of amorphous and partially crystalline
aluminum phases as described by Blakemore et al. (1987). All extracted
aluminum was attributed to amorphous aluminum (hydr)oxide.
Modeling

Modeling efforts were concentrated on As, Ca, Cr, Ba, SO4, Mg, Cd, Cu,
Mo, Pb, V, and Zn. The governing processes for Co and Ni leaching were not
investigated because their leachate concentrations were below the detection limit
at pHs greater than 8 and 6, respectively. Similarly, leaching of Hg was not
described in the model because its concentration at pH of 10 was below
detection limit and the availability test data for Hg was not available. Thus, in the
model, Al, Cl, Co, Fe, K, Mn, Na, Ni, Hg, and NO3 were treated as background
analytes and their concentrations in the model were set to their measured
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leachate concentrations at four different pHs. Equilibrium concentrations of the
remaining components were investigated. Cu, Cd, Zn, and Mo input
concentrations were obtained from the availability test of the raw steel slag
(Table 5.1). Details of how Ca, Cr, Ba, SO4, Mg, and Pb concentrations were
input in the model are discussed in the results section. When I input all
measured concentrations of ions and let Visual Minteq calculate the equilibrium
concentrations of redox couples at the Eh values measured (Eh=360, 429, 327,
and 166mV for pH 6,8,10, and 12 respectively), the speciation of Cr, As, V, and
Fe were mainly dominated by their oxidized states except for Mn. Thus, in model
calculations Mn+2, CrO4-2, AsO4-3, VO2+, Fe+3 were used and redox calculations
were not specified. Additions to the Visual Minteq database are given in Table
5.2.
Table 5.1 Availability, total composition and lysimeter losses (Fällman 1997). *Below detection limit,
**oxidized availability, details given in (Fällman 1997).

Availability
(assuming L/S=5
L/kg)
Total
compositions
mg/kg
As
5.26
Cd
0.45
Cr
7760
Cu
166
Mo
20.6
Pb
21.5
Zn
244

Availability
mg/kg
1.75
0.06
5.42
0.99
4.7
0.12
38.5

mol/L
1.4 10-4
1.1 10-7
2.1 10-5
3.1 10-6
9.8 10-6
1.2 10-7
1.5 10-4
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Highest
Metal concentration
concentration
released from
leached and
December 1992 to
corresponding pH
June 1997 as
in pH stat
collected from
experiments
lysimeters
mol/L
mg/kg
1.6 10-7, pH=12
0.0051
2.3 10-7, pH=6
0.0002*
1.2 10-6, pH=12
0.119
4.3 10-7, pH=12
0.0006
2.4 10-6, pH=10
0.0536
1.1 10-7, pH=6
0.0005
1.4 10-4, pH=6
0.0008

Table 5.2 Pure phase solids and solid solutions added to the Visual Minteq database

Fe2(MoO4)3(s)
Ba(S0.77,Cr0.23)O4
Cd(OH)2(ss)
Pb(OH)2(ss)
Cu(OH)2(ss)
Fe2(MoO4)3(ss)
FeAsO4:2H2O(ss)

Log K
35.3
10.1
-13.7
-8.2
-10.7
35.3
20.2

Source
Meima and Comans (1998)
Rai et al. (1986)
Meima and Comans (1998)
Visual Minteq database
Visual Minteq database
Dijkstra et al. (2002)
Visual Minteq database

Possible Controlling Solids

To determine solid phase control, measured leachate concentrations from
pH dependent leaching experiments were entered into the model. pH was fixed
at the controlled pH of the leachate sample. The Davies equation was used to
calculate activity coefficients. Initially, no solids were allowed to precipitate and
no sorption reactions were specified. The saturation indices in the output were
used to determine possible solid phases present in the system. Once these
solids were identified, simulations were repeated by inputting these solids as
infinite solids and allowing surface complexation and surface precipitation
reactions.
Sorbent Mineral Concentrations

As in Meima and Comans (1998) the sorbent concentration (sum of
aluminum (hydr)oxides and HFO) was estimated from extractions and the HFO
sorption constants were also applied to the alumino hydroxide surface. Meima
and Comans (1998) justified the use of HFO as a surrogate for amorphous
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aluminum oxides by noting that both the charge and coordination number of
Fe(III) and Al(III) in these oxides were the same suggesting that aluminum and
iron oxides may have a similar reactivity. An extensive database for sorption
constants on aluminum hydroxides still does not exist. Limited measured data
show that surface ionization constants are quite similar to those of HFO while the
surface area may be three times smaller (210 m2/g) (Karthikeyan and Elliott
1999). In the model, a different value for aluminum(hydr)oxides was not used
because methods for estimating the area of a sorptive surface are debatable and
can vary by up to five times (Dzombak and Morel, 1990). The HFO values
recommended by Dzombak and Morel (1990) and also used by Meima and
Comans (1998) were input in the model for specific surface area of HFO (600
m2/g), concentration of binding sites (high and low affinity: 5 mmol/mol Fe, and
0.2 mol/mol Fe) and molecular weight of HFO and aluminum(hydr)oxides (89 g of
sorbent/mol of Fe or Al).
Competitive Sorption

To accurately predict both sorbed and aqueous concentrations, ion
competition on the sorptive surfaces needs to be considered. Incorrect
estimation of the sorbed concentration of an ion may cause incorrect estimation
of the sorbed concentration of other ions. For example, if a major sorbing ion is
neglected in the system, the sorption of other ions may be overestimated. One
method to overcome this problem is to pre-equilibrate the sites with existing ions
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to determine the appropriate loading of the sorbent (Dijkstra et al., 2000). A
different approach was taken in this study because an additional goal was to
predict the aqueous concentrations of multiple ions. The most important major
sorbing ions, Ca, Si, Mg, and Ba were modeled in the presence of soluble solids
and the sorptive surface was allowed to equilibrate in these conditions.
Surface precipitation and estimation of Ts

The fraction of the adsorbent involved in the surface precipitation can vary
from a few percent to the whole solid. The concentration of that fraction, Ts, was
used as a fitting parameter in the model. In the model, Ts was iteratively
estimated by fixing it to the concentration of solid material in solid solution (i.e. Ts
= Fe(OH)3(ss)] + [Cd(OH)2(ss)] +……+ [Cu(OH)2(ss)] + [Pb(OH)2(ss)]). This modeling
approach is consistent with two other definitions: (i) the activity of the sum of the
solid solution precipitates is unity in an ideal solid solution ({Fe(OH)3(ss)} +
{Cd(OH)2(ss)} +……+ {Cu(OH)2(ss)} = 1), and (ii) the activity of a solid solution
precipitate is its mole fraction on the surface (i.e. {Cd(OH)2(ss)}= [Cd(OH)2(ss)] / Ts
). Since the solubility product, KspMe = {Me2+}×{OH-}2/{Me(OH)2(ss)}, when the
activity of {Me(OH)2(ss)} decreases from unity, surface precipitation occurs at
metal and OH- activities lower than those required for precipitation of pure solid
phases.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sorptive Surfaces

The amounts of Al and Fe obtained from ascorbate and oxalic acid
extractions from samples less than 4 mm in size were 895 mg/kg (0.00201 mol/L)
and 3040 mg/kg (0.00683 mol/L), respectively. Amorphous ferric oxide
concentrations estimated from individual Fe peaks of XPS on samples ground to
250 µm were about twice greater (6300 mg/kg) while amorphous aluminosilicate
concentrations from all Al peaks were almost 30 times greater (29000 mg/kg). It
is possible that Al was mainly locked up inside bigger particles; when the
samples were ground to 250 µm, the Al inside particles were exposed and
detected with XPS. The aluminum(hydr)oxide and HFO concentrations
measured by extractions are 25 and 800 times lower than the total amount of Al
and Fe in raw samples suggesting that only a small fraction of the Al and Fe in
steel slag forms sorptive aluminum(hydr)oxide and HFO surfaces. Compared to
MSWI bottom ash, the weathered steel slag has almost one order of magnitude
less aluminum(hydr)oxide concentration and almost twice as great HFO
concentration (Meima and Comans, 1998). Thus, any potential modeling errors
introduced from use of HFO specific parameters for the aluminum(hydr)oxide
surface would be less significant in weathered steel slag than in MSWI bottom
ash.
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Sorbate Concentrations

The mass available for surface complexation / surface precipitation was
estimated from the availability test results from the raw samples. Potential
leachability of metals in aged samples was not measured since lysimeter data
suggested that very little release had occurred during aging (Table 5.1). Sorbate
concentrations estimated from the availability test were within one order of
magnitude of the highest concentrations measured in the pH stat experiments
(Table 5.1). The only exception was As: availability test estimates were three
orders of magnitude greater than the highest As concentration which was
observed at pH 12. In accordance with expected low affinity of heavy metals for
sorption at low pHs, the pH at which the heavy metal had highest concentration
was 6 for Pb, Cd, and Zn.
Modeling

The phase rule constrains the number of soluble solids that can be input in
the model. For some metals, there was more than one solid that had saturation
indices close to zero. After trying various combinations of solids in the model it
was found that the system as a whole was best modeled in the presence of the
following five solubility controlling solids: CaMg(CO3)2, BaHAsO4:H2O,
Ba(S0.77Cr0.23)O4, Pb3(VO4)2, and SiO2. Measured concentrations were input for
CO3, Ba, and SO4 and zero concentrations for As, Ca, Mg, Si, V, Cr, and Pb. For
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Cd, Cu, Mo, and Zn, the highest available concentrations were input as
measured by availability test in the raw sample. Modeling of Cd, Cu, and Zn in
the presence of CdMoO4, Cu(OH)2, and zincite (ZnO) pure solids were
considered but not used in the final model as presence of these solids resulted in
overestimation of measured concentrations. The Ts values fitted in the model
were 0.00005 at pH 6 and 0.0002 at pH values of 8, 10, and 12.
An Overall Description of Leaching from Steel Slag

Leached concentrations of elements such as SO4, Si, Ca, V, and Mg
varied from 10-1M to 10-6M and were governed by the solubility of the minerals
listed above and shown in Figure 5.1. Cr and As had relatively lower leached
concentrations but were successfully modeled in the presence of solids
controlling their solubility. The leachate concentrations of Cu, Pb, Mo, Zn, and
Cd were lower than 10-4M and mainly undersaturated with respect to their
minerals included in the Visual Minteq database. Leaching of Pb, Zn, and Cd
were well described by SPM whereas results of Cu and Mo leachate modeling
were inconclusive.
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Figure 5.1 Measured leachate concentrations and model predictions (horizontal dashed lines
indicate metal availability).
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Speciation on Sorptive Surfaces

The high-affinity sites at the sorptive surfaces were mainly covered by Pb,
Zn, and Ca, followed by Ba, Cd, Cu, and Si (Figure 5.2). CO3 showed a high
surface coverage at pH 6. On the weak affinity sites, Mg and V were also
important (Figure 5.3). While present on the surface, Mo, Cr, As, SO4, and Hg
did not have high sorbed concentrations suggesting that for the weathered steel
slag system that was modeled, accurate sorption modeling of these elements
may not be significant in describing how the other elements are sorbed. Greater
than 99% of the sites were occupied in the SCM and SPM indicating that
competition is important. Experience with modeling the system at various
available concentrations also pointed to the importance of competition in
determining equilibrium concentrations.
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Figure 5.2 Concentration of surface complexes on high affinity surface sites at pH 6, 8, 10, and 12.
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Figure 5.3 Concentration of surface complexes on high affinity surface sites at pH 6, 8, 10, and 12.

Calcium and Magnesium

Dolomite was selected based on its saturation index and its detection in
the weathered steel slag sample using XPS. Ca-silicates (MgCa2Si2O7, Ca3SiO5)
detected by other authors in steel slag samples did not result in saturation
indices close to zero (Kortbaoui et al.,1993; Monaco and Wu, 1994). Selection of
dolomite as the solubility controlling solid for Ca and Mg is also in agreement with
the literature. Luxan et al. (2000) identified calcite and dolomite in Spanish
electric arc furnace steel slags using IR spectroscopy. Dolomite was also
observed with XRD in ladle slag from an electric arc furnace steel production
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plant (Shi, 2002). Zevenbergen et al. (1998) also reported dolomite as a
secondary mineral resulting from weathering of MSWI bottom ash at high water
infiltration rates. In the model, measured concentration of CO3 was input in the
model because it is possibly controlled by carbon dioxide solubility in the
unsaturated conditions of the lysimeter steel slag. When measured
concentrations of CO3 are input in the model, dolomite solubility controls Ca and
Mg concentrations within one order of magnitude from leachate measured
values.
Silica

SiO2 was detected in the weathered steel slag sample using XPS. Quartz
(SiO2) and amorphous silica have been observed in steel slag (Kortbaoui et al.,
1993). Within the Visual Minteq database for Si solid species, amorphous SiO2
had saturation indices closest to zero for all pHs modeled, yet it does not
satisfactorily model leaching of Si at high pHs when sorption is included. The
equilibrium predicted concentrations of Si are very high at high pHs. It is possible
that the duration of leaching experiments were too short to allow such high
concentrations of Si to dissolve and come to equilibrium in that period. The rapid
release of Si to solution through the dissolution of glasses, quartz, and other
silicates might have been slower than the precipitation of amorphous SiO2 as
has also been hypothesized for MSWI ash leaching (Kirby and Rimstidt, 1994).
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Chromium, Barium, and Sulphate

Adsorption was not expected to control Cr concentrations because Cr(VI)
adsorption to iron oxides is relatively weak and decreases in the presence of CO3
and SO4 (Zachara et al., 1987; Vangeen et al., 1994). Earlier evidence suggests
that Cr solubility may be controlled by Ba(S0.77Cr0.23)O4 in steel slags (Fällman,
2000). Ba and SO4 and Ba, SO4, and Cr were found to be associated in naturally
weathered archae-metallurgical slags (Carlier et al., 2000) and coal fly ash
samples (Fruchter et al., 1990)
In the model, Ba(S0.77Cr0.23)O4 consistently resulted in low saturation
indices across the pH range (SI=-0.11, -0.21, -0.41, -1.70 for pHs 6,8, 10, and
12, respectively). When initial concentrations of Ba, Cr, and SO4 were input as
zero in the presence of the Ba(S0.77Cr0.23)O4 solid, Cr was up to two orders of
magnitude overestimated while SO4 was underestimated and Ba was
overestimated both within one order of magnitude. However, when measured Ba
and SO4 concentrations were input in the model, aqueous concentrations of Cr in
the presence of both sorption and precipitation/dissolution equilibrium closely
approximate the measured Cr concentration.
Cadmium

SCM overestimated and SPM underestimated the measured
concentrations. While SPM provides a better estimate of the measured Cd
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concentration than SCM the criteria set by Dzombak and Morel (1990) with
regard to the likeliness of surface precipitation is not met. Dzombak and Morel
(1990) suggested that as a rule of thumb SPM is likely to become significant
when (i) the dissolved sorbate concentration exceeds one-tenth of its solubility or
(ii) the dissolved sorbate concentration exceeds one-half of the total surface site
concentration. The dominant complexes of Cd in the model were surface
complexation and surface precipitation species as well as aqueous complexes
with NO3 and Cl at pH 6. High CdNO3 concentrations are possibly due to the
substantial amounts of HNO3 added to the solution to lower the pH.
Zinc, Lead, and Vanadium

Pb was modeled with a finite concentration of Pb(VO4)3 because Pb
release was under estimated in absence of the solid and both Pb and V were
modeled well in the presence of the solid. If an infinite solid, as opposed to a
finite solid equal to the total Pb (2.07 10-5 M) was used, equilibrium concentration
of Pb sorbed and co-precipitated on the surface was higher than the total Pb in
unweathered samples. V concentrations are overestimated if only sorption is
considered and underestimated if only solubility control without sorption is
considered. Modeling of V in the presence of finite Pb3(VO4)2 and SPM provides
a close match. The modeling results suggest that leaching of Pb is controlled
both by Pb3(VO4)2 solubility at pHs 6 and 8 and by sorption / surface precipitation
at higher pHs where the Pb in the solid phase is exhausted (i.e. the solid is
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undersaturated) and the released Pb is in equilibrium with aqueous and surface
complexes only. The importance of surface reactions in the release of Pb was
anticipated as Pb is well known to have a high affinity for iron oxides (Violante et
al., 2003). Carlier et al. (2000) also observed Pb in hydrous iron oxides in the
archeo-metallurgical slags. The need for SPM for both Pb and Zn was also
expected since the dissolved Zn and Pb concentrations were close to one-tenth
of their solubility values (Dzombak and Morel, 1990).
Surface complexation provided good estimates of Zn and Pb except at
high pHs where consideration of surface precipitation reactions were needed.
While Zn and Pb formed aqueous complexes with the carbonate, nitrate,
hydroxide, sulfate, and chloride, the speciation of Zn and Pb was predominantly
in sorptive surfaces and solid solution as Zn(OH)2 and Pb(OH)2. Consideration
of surface reactions for Pb and Zn is essential because the modeling results
show that: (1) both Pb and Zn mainly speciate onto the surfaces, and (2) the
surfaces are mainly occupied by Pb and Zn (Figures 5.2 and 5.3) where they
compete for available sites on the surface.
Our modeling observation of surface precipitation at high pHs is consistent
with literature data. Shuman (1977) proposed that Zn may form Zn(OH)2(s) upon
sorption to hydrous Al oxide at pH values above 8. In a Zn-amorphous-silica
system, Roberts at al. (2003) showed using X-ray absorption spectroscopy, the
formation of an amorphous Zn(OH)2 precipitate with tetrahedral coordination
between Zn and O only at the highest pH that they studied which was 7.5.
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Arsenic

Van der Hoek and Comans (1996) have shown that As leaching in coal fly
ash was controlled by sorption onto HFO. However, they observed more than
two orders of magnitude difference between the amounts leached between pHs 6
and 12 whereas in this work the amounts leached were almost the same across
this pH range without any apparent increase in concentration with higher pH.
These observations suggest that sorption may not be the major mechanism
controlling the release of As. As modeled in presence of BaHAsO4:H2O as an
infinite solid closely matched the measured concentrations when measured
leachate concentration of Ba and zero concentration of As was input in the
model. Evidence from modeling for presence of BaHAsO4:H2O as a secondary
mineral in the weathered steel slag is in agreement with its occurrence in
groundwater and drinking water systems (Orellana et al., 2000; Planer-Friedrich
et al., 2001; Davis, 2000)
Copper

Based on saturation indices, Cu(OH)2 was determined as the only solid
species that could have controlled the release of Cu. Cu was significantly
undersaturated with respect to Cu(OH)2 at low pHs suggesting that interactions
of Cu with sorptive surfaces and other aqueous complexes were the major
processes controlling the release of Cu. SCM provided a reasonable fit with less
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than one order of magnitude difference for each pH modeled and SPM
underestimated the measured concentration at medium pHs. I would expect Cu
concentrations to be higher if I had considered Cu complexation with dissolved
organic carbon. However, the measured dissolved organic carbon was low at
pHs 8 and 10 (2 and 3 mg/L) (where an increase in modeled Cu concentration
would have fit the measured data better) and high at the end pHs (10 and 11
mg/L), suggesting that the release of Cu is possibly more complicated than what
I included in the model. The major species of Cu in the model were sorbed (all
modeled pHs) and co-precipitated Cu (at pH=12 and 10) followed by Cu
complexation with CO3 (at pH=6), NO3 (at pH=6) (experimental artifact), and
hydroxide (at pH=12).
Molybdenum

Modeling results for Mo are inconclusive. CdMoO4 does not predict the
release of Mo or Cd well. For the SCM, two different sets of parameters were
tried. First, Dzombak and Morel’s (1991) sorption constants estimated by linear
free energy relationships were used which resulted in no adsorption within the pH
range studied, in agreement with van der Sloot et al’s (2001) observations on
municipal solid waste residues. Second, Gustafsson’s (2003) measured sorption
constants were tried. Neither sets of sorption constants resulted in accurate
predictions of Mo concentration. The prevalent speciation of Mo was in aqueous
complexes of CaMoO4 and MgMoO4.
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Limitations of the Modeling Approach

Some ion species that might have affected the modeling results were
neither measured nor included in the model. For example, steel slag typically
contains high concentrations of phosphorus (Kortbaoui et al., 1993; Murphy et
al., 1997; Proctor et al., 1997), which might have competed for sorption sites (Li
and Stanforth, 2000; Gustafsson, 2001). While fluoride was also not measured
in this study, fluoride concentrations an order of magnitude greater than those of
Cl have been observed to be leached from other steel slag samples (RastovcanMiac et al. 2000).
I only considered iron and aluminum sorptive surfaces and assumed
aluminum sorptive surfaces had similar affinities to ions as iron surfaces. While
Fe, Al, and Si are the major elements in steel slag, carbonates and hydrous
manganese oxides may influence observed leaching behavior. Carbonates are
likely to form during weathering reactions (Fällman et al., 1999). Manganese
hydrous oxides may not be as abundant in steel slag but they have high affinity
for ions and the surface complexation constants for cations have recently been
reported (Tonkin et al., 2004). The component additivity approach (Davis et al.,
1998) where all sorptive surfaces are treated separately with their appropriate
sorption constants and measured surface site concentrations may provide useful
insight into leaching in further studies.
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Other uncertainties related to my model are that the availability of metals
measured by the availability test or by pH 6 are operationally defined. For
example, Gustafsson (2001) used oxalate extractable arsenate and phosphate
as the total adsorbed + dissolved concentration of these ions. I also considered
analyzing trace concentrations obtained from oxalate and ascorbate extractions
and comparing them to modeled data but decided that was impractical
considering that the total sorbed and dissolved concentrations change
considerably as a function of pH.
I have shown that ions released from steel slag at trace and high
concentrations can be modeled by simultaneous consideration of dissolution /
precipitation and surface complexation / surface precipitation reactions and
estimation of a single parameter, Ts. These types of reactions are relevant for
other wastes as well. The modeling approach described in this paper is
applicable to other complex secondary materials such as contaminated
sediments, coal combustion byproducts, and MSWI ash.
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CHAPTER 6

MODELING HYDROLOGY AND REACTIVE TRANSPORT IN ROADS:
THE EFFECT OF CRACKS, THE EDGE, AND CONTAMINANT
PROPERTIES
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ABSTRACT

The goal of this research was to provide a tool for regulators to evaluate
the groundwater contamination from the use of virgin and secondary materials in
road construction. A finite element model, HYDRUS2D was used to evaluate
generic scenarios for secondary material use in base layers. Use of generic
model results for particular applications was demonstrated through a steel slag
example. The hydrology and reactive transport of contaminants were modeled in
a two-dimensional cross section of a road. Model simulations showed that in an
intact pavement, lateral velocities from the edge towards the centerline may
release and advect the contaminants in the base layer. The dominant transport
mechanisms are advection closer to the edge and diffusion closer to the
centerline. A shoulder joint in the pavement allows 0.03 to 0.45 m3/day of
infiltration per meter of joint length as a function of the base and subgrade
hydrology and the rain intensity. Scenario simulations showed that salts in the
base layer of pavements are depleted within the first year whereas the metals
may never reach the groundwater if the pavement is built on adsorbing soils.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional materials and secondary materials used in road construction
can both contain metals, which if released may contaminate soil and
groundwater. Potential contamination from road construction materials is
especially a concern for regulators when evaluating the use of alternative base
materials which can include steel slags, blast furnace slags, non ferrous slags,
glass and ceramics, construction and demolition debris, municipal solid waste
incinerator ashes, reclaimed asphalt and concrete pavements, contaminated
sediments and coal ashes. The complexity of the accurate prediction of longterm contaminant leaching and transport in a road environment arises from the
interaction of multiple factors such as the condition of the pavement, the climate,
contaminant properties, and pavement material matrix. Contaminant properties
and material matrices have been studied in detail by laboratory leaching tests
and by modeling the release of contaminants under equilibrium conditions
(Kosson et al., 1996; Fallman, 2000; Dijkstra et al., 2002). What may occur in
the field on larger spatial and temporal scales, and as a function of the climate
and road condition, is relatively less well known.
Contaminant release and transport is directly affected by the presence
and flow of water in pavements. While pavements are often considered
impervious structures, roads constructed with Portland cement concrete or
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asphalt concrete surface courses can experience water entry to the base layer
from the sides (de Haan et al. 2003) and through cracks (Ridgeway 1978,
Ahmed 1990). The extent and rate of infiltration into the pavement structure also
depends on rain intensity. If the infiltration capacity of the cracks is exceeded,
then some of the rain becomes runoff and does not influence the mobility of the
contaminants in pavements. The current literature on pavement hydrology is
missing a discussion on the spatial differences in water flow regimes in the
pavement influenced by rain intensity, the edge effect, and presence of cracks.
The overall goal of this research was to provide a tool to help evaluate the
environmental impacts of virgin and secondary road construction materials on
groundwater contamination. As opposed to a site specific investigation, I aimed
to provide information applicable to numerous secondary materials and
investigated the extreme cases to determine the acceptable and unacceptable
bounds for impacts on groundwater from use of secondary materials in base
layers. More specifically, the objectives of the research were to develop a
quantitative description of long term contaminant release and transport from
pavement base layers. Towards this goal, the hydrology and reactive transport
of contaminants were modeled in a two-dimensional cross section of a road and
the effects of the edge, the cracks/joints, and contaminant reactivity were
studied.
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APPROACH
Model Description

One half of a hypothetical two-lane highway section was modeled with the
assumption that the other half would yield similar results due to symmetry. The
cross section of the modeled half-highway extended to 6.6 meters (Figure 6.1).
The surface layer was assumed to be a 3.6 m wide Portland cement or asphalt
concrete along the lane with a 1 m wide asphalt concrete shoulder, both of which
were 20 cm thick. The slope of the lane was two percent and that of the shoulder
was four percent. A 13 cm thick, 4.6 m wide base material underlay the lane and
the paved shoulder. The embankment extended for two meters from the edge of
the shoulder at ten percent slope. Both the embankment and the subgrade were
assumed to be sandy soil.

Centerline

Shoulder Joint
3.6 m, 2%

1 m, 4 %

Impervious Asphalt or Portland Cement
Base Layer

2 m, 10 %

Paved Shoulder

1m

Embankment
Subgrade

Figure 6.1 Geometry of the model

Three different conditions of the road surface were investigated: a fully
intact pavement, a pavement with a 1.4 cm wide centerline joint and shoulder
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joint, and a totally damaged pavement. In the totally damaged pavement
scenario, the initially impervious surface layer was assumed to have become
permeable and was assigned the same hydraulic properties as the base. In the
fully intact pavement and the intact pavement with two joints, the surface layer of
the pavement including the shoulder was assumed to be impervious (Apul et al.,
2003) and thus not included in model calculations. The groundwater table was
set at 1m deep from the surface at the centerline. The shallow groundwater is
representative of a worst case scenario since in many instances and locations,
the groundwater table is much lower.
A finite element model, HYDRUS2D was used for all simulations (Simunek
et al., 1999). The meshes generated for different scenarios all had more than
6800 elements. The advection-dispersion equation with retardation was solved
for contaminant transport calculations. Lateral dispersivity was input in the model
as one tenth that of the thickness of the base (0.01 m) and subgrade materials
(0.07 m) and the transverse dispersivity was assumed to be one tenth of the
lateral dispersivity (0.001m and 0.007m) (Fetter, 1999). No flow and constant
head (zero pressure head) boundary conditions were assigned on the sides and
at the bottom of the model, respectively. The contaminant was placed in the
base layer only. The absolute value of the initial concentration assigned is not
important since the concentration term appears throughout the advection
dispersion equation. In all simulations, a unit aqueous concentration assigned in
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the base layer was equilibrated with the sorbed concentration and the simulation
results were later normalized to initial total contaminant mass.
Aqueous diffusion was modeled using the molecular diffusion coefficient
and the tortuosity factor. The tortuosity factor was calculated within
HYDRUS2D’s routine as a function of water content using Miller and Quirk’s
(1961) equation. Molecular diffusion coefficients of cations and anions are in the
order of 10-4 and 10-5 m2/day depending on the charge and radius of the ions and
conditions of the solution including electro neutrality, ionic strength, temperature,
and pressure (Sato et al., 1996; Li and Gregory, 1997). The molecular diffusion
coefficient of cadmium (6.25 10-5 m2/day) was input in the model as an average
parameter.
Precipitation from Maplewood, MN was input in the model in 15 minute
intervals for from the 1998 entire year of observations and this input was
afterwards repeated for 20 years. The annual precipitation input in the model at
72 cm/year is a median precipitation rate considering that most of the areas in
the U.S. have an average annual precipitation between 20 cm and 152 cm, with
some extreme locations less than 10 cm and more than 400 cm. For all
scenarios, precipitation was input as a time-varying flux boundary condition along
the embankment. In modeling the fully damaged pavement, precipitation was
also input along the width of the lane and the shoulder. In modeling a pavement
with two joints, precipitation was also allowed to infiltrate through the joints but
the flux of the precipitation input into the shoulder joint was adjusted to take into
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account the lateral runoff from the centerline towards the edge of the pavement.
This adjustment of the flux was necessary because lateral runoff could not be
explicitly modeled using HYDRUS2D. The width (3.6 m) of the lane upslope of
the shoulder joint was divided by the width of the crack (1.4 cm) to scale up (257
times) the intensity of the flux that was forced into the shoulder joint. If the joint’s
infiltration capacity was exceeded, the excess water was removed from the
model domain. To avoid crashing HYDRUS2D due to high fluxes input into the
shoulder joint, the mesh was discretized in and around the joints at 0.3 cm
whereas the rest of the mesh resolution varied between 4-7 cm.
Hydraulic Parameters

Richards’ equation was used for modeling the unsaturated water flow. To
describe the relation between water content and pressure and between hydraulic
conductivity and pressure, Van Genuchten’s (1980) closed form equation was
used. The hydraulic parameters of agricultural soils for the van Genuchten
(1980) model have been studied in detail (Schaap et al., 2001). HYDRUS2D has
its own database for parameters taken from Carsel and Parrish (1988).
Database values were used for sand to describe the hydraulic properties of the
subgrade and embankment (Figure 6.2).
There is very little information available for hydraulic properties of
traditional and secondary pavement materials. Bigl and Berg (1996) have
measured the soil moisture characteristic curve and the hydraulic conductivity
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curve for aggregate base materials used in Minnesota. In this research, the
“Class 5” Minnesota aggregate base material was used as a generic base layer.
The hydraulic conductivity curve for “Class 5” material was fit to the van
Genuchten’s model using RETC (van Genuchten et al., 1991). The fitting
parameters were α and n while the measured values were used for residual
volumetric water content, volumetric saturated water content, and saturated
hydraulic conductivity (Figure 6.2). The saturated hydraulic conductivity of “Class
5” material is on the lower end of the range of hydraulic conductivities reported
for other pavement base materials (Apul, et al., 2004).

log Hydraulic conductivity
(m/day)

1.0
Sand: θr= 0.045, θs= 0.43, α = 14.5 (1/m), n=2.7, Ksat=7.1 m/day

0.0

-1.0
Base: θr= 0.060, θs= 0.33, α = 6.3 (1/m), n=1.3, Ksat= 1.3 m/day

-2.0
-3.0
-4.0
0.0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

-1.0

-1.2

Pressure head (m)
Figure 6.2 Hydraulic properties of the pavement base and sand embankment / subgrade. Bigl and
Berg’s (1996) measured data points for Class 5 base material are shown in triangles.

Contaminant Transport

Total metal content of a material may be higher than the total available
metal concentration as some of the contaminant may be locked up inside the
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particle matrix and never be available for release (Fallman, 1997). Ideally, the
unavailable fraction should be excluded from model calculations. However, the
available fraction of contaminants varies significantly (0.2 to 72.6 %; Fallman,
1997) in steel slags and possibly in other secondary materials. In the absence of
a direct method for estimating availability for different contaminants, total
contents were used in this research as a conservative and generic approach.
Once in contact with water, the available fraction of the contaminant may
form aqueous complexes, surface complexes, surface precipitates, and pure
precipitates. The detailed information necessary for modeling these reactions for
secondary materials and soils is not readily available though some promising
advances have been made (Meima and Comans, 1998; Davis et al., 1998; Apul
et al., submitted, Fruchter et al., 1990). Unknowns and uncertainties of such a
complex approach are often also problem specific making it difficult to
extrapolate results to other scenarios. For these reasons, for the contaminant
release and transport part of the model, a more general approach based on
widely reported data was selected.
The linear distribution coefficient, Kd was used for describing the
partitioning of an ion between the solid and aqueous phases. Using a lumped-Kd
approach, mobility of salts and metals were grouped for attenuating and nonattenuating conditions. While Kd values can vary by orders of magnitude as a
function of pH, liquid to solid ratio, and soil type, they have been extensively
reported and provide a convenient way for regulators to interpret leaching
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scenarios. In addition, considering the extent of uncertainty in accurate
predictions of release and transport from pavement materials in field conditions,
errors on the order of one or two magnitudes may be acceptable.
Kd values used in the model were based on reported literature values.
Measured and estimated Kd values for metals partitioning in soils have been
compiled from hundreds of sources (USEPA 1999; RTI 2000; USEPA 2003).
While the data shows several orders of magnitude of scatter from 0.1 L/kg to
100000 L/kg for a variety of metals and conditions, a significant correlation was
obtained between pH and Kd values for cadmium across a range of 1 to 12600
L/kg and 3 to 10 pH. In this research, a Kd value of 1 L/kg was assumed to be
broadly representative of the retardation of a metal in highly acidic, nonattenuating or non-adsorbing soils (Table 6.1). Similarly, such a low Kd value
was also assumed to be representative of salts such as Cl-, K+, NO3, and SO4,
which have high mobility both in secondary materials and soils. A Kd value of
1000 L/kg was used to represent the reactivity of metals in the base layer; and Kd
values of 50 L/kg and 2500 L/kg were used to represent the reactivity of metals in
moderately attenuating and highly attenuating soils, respectively.
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Table 6.1 Categories of contaminant reactivity

Kd in
base
(L/kg)

Kd in soil
(L/kg)

Representative
of

1

1

Salts

1

50

Salts

1000

1

Metals

1000

50

Metals

1000

2500

Metals

Additional
assumptions
Readily released
and transported
Moderate
attenuation in the
soil
Very low attenuation
in the soil
Moderate
attenuation in the
soil
High attenuation in
the soil
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Scenario numbering
for different pavement
conditions
Damaged
Intact
pavement Pavement
1

13

2

14

4

16

5

17

6

18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Pavement Edge

A snapshot of the velocity profiles during a rain event shows that in the
embankment the velocities are predominantly vertical as expected (Figure 6.3).
However, close to the edge and in the base layer, lateral velocities were
observed. Vertical velocities as high as 0.2 m/day developed in the embankment
close to the surface. Pressures increased from the centerline towards the
embankment (Figure 6.3) and near the edge, the pressures were consistently
lower than -0.15 m throughout the simulation period. At these pressures, the
hydraulic conductivity of the base material is greater than that of the sand (Figure
6.2). Higher pressures in the embankment direct the water laterally into the base
layer towards the centerline. Close to the edge, lateral velocities towards the
centerline can be as high as 0.04 m/day due to sharp pressure gradients and
high hydraulic conductivities. Laboratory and modeling studies of De Haan
(2001) also showed that water may enter below the surface layer of a pavement
through later flow from the edges.
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Pressure head (m)

Impervious surface

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.6

Pavement
0

1

2

Embankment

Edge

3
4
Distance from centerline (m)

5

6

Figure 6.3 Velocity vectors and the pressure distribution during a rain event. A horizontal cross
section 0.33 m below from the centerline was taken to show the pressure distribution in the base
layer and in the embankment.

The effect of the edge on mobility of salts (Scenario 1) is shown in Figure
6.4. Influx of water into the base layer from the edge mobilizes and flushes the
salts close to the edge. After one year, the aqueous concentrations under the
shoulder have decreased to 10 percent of the initial value close the edge and to
70 percent of the initial value close to the lane. After 10 years the salts under the
shoulder close to the edge are completely depleted and the concentrations at the
intersection of the shoulder and the lane are 20 percent of the initial values. After
20 years, the edge effect reaches half of the pavement length and more than 99
percent of the salts under the shoulder have been depleted
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Embankment
Impervious surface
Embankment
Impervious surface
Embankment
Impervious surface
Embankment

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6
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1.0

Figure 6.4 Aqueous salt concentrations in an intact pavement initially, after 1 year, after 10 years and
after 20 years. Concentrations are normalized to initial aqueous concentration in the base layer.

Closer to the edge, downward transport of salts is faster than in the vicinity
of the centerline because of higher vertical velocities close to the embankment
(Figures 6.3 and 6.4). The mobility of salts under the shoulder in the base layer
is dominated by advection since concentration profiles from simulations with and
without diffusion show no difference in this region (Figure 6.5). However,
downward velocities in the base layer under the lane are low enough that the
contribution of diffusion to transport of salts can be observed.
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base layer
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Figure 6.5 Cross section profile of concentration in (thicker lines) and below (thinner lines) the base
layer after 3.6 years for two different simulations: with diffusion (gray line) and without diffusion
(black line).

If neither diffusion nor advection had been occurring, the normalized
aqueous concentration across the width of the pavement (i.e. zero to 4.6 m away
from the centerline) would have a value of one in the base layer and zero below
the base layer. Depletion of salts in the base layer within less than a meter from
the edge causes higher concentrations right below (Figure 6.5). Closer to the
edge there is no significant difference between concentration profiles when
diffusion is not considered in calculations. Further away from the edge, there is
clear difference between simulations that considered diffusion and omitted it from
calculations: in the latter case, concentrations are higher in the base layer and
lower in the subgrade. While spatial distribution of Peclet numbers were not
calculated in the model domain, Figure 6.5 clearly demonstrates that diffusion
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may play a significant role under the lane whereas advective velocities determine
the mobility of the salt under the paved shoulder.
Effect of a Centerline and a Shoulder Joint on Hydrology and Contaminant
Release

Water movement and contaminant transport under a centerline joint and a
shoulder joint are significantly different. Located at the highest elevation, the
centerline joint receives only the precipitation that falls directly on top of it and is
thus not a major water influx route for the pavement. The precipitation that falls
on the impervious lane becomes runoff and moves from the centerline towards
the edge due to the two percent slope. Therefore, the shoulder joint is exposed
to much greater amounts of water than any other crack upslope of it.
HYDRUS2D simulations showed that over a period of 20 years, the infiltration
capacity of the shoulder joint allowed ten percent of the precipitation upslope of it
to infiltrate into the pavement. The infiltration rate of the shoulder joint varied
from 0.03 to 0.45 m3/day per meter of joint length as a function of the base and
subgrade hydrology and the rain intensity. Measured infiltration rates reported by
Ridgeway et al. (1976) (0.005-1.5m3/day per meter of crack length) and
Birgisdottir et al. (in preparation) (0.05 m3/day per meter of crack length) were
similar.
Large influxes of water through the shoulder joint are dissipated both
vertically and laterally under the crack. At the initial stages of the precipitation
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the water is distributed laterally (Figure 6.6a) to both sides in the base layer. As
precipitation continues, the edge effect interferes with the velocity profile around
the shoulder joint and most of the water is directed towards the centerline (Figure
6.6b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.6 Velocity vectors around the shoulder joint at the early (a) and later (b) stages of a rain
event.
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In presence of a shoulder joint, the salts in the base layer are washed out
fastest at the edges and the region under the shoulder joint (Figure 6.7). The low
aqueous concentration zone formed under the shoulder joint expands to almost
one meter within one year.

Figure 6.7 Normalized salt concentrations in a pavement with two cracks. Progression of salt
depletion under the shoulder joint is shown for time zero, after one month, after six months, and
after one year.
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Percentage of Initial Mass Reaching Groundwater

Regulators might be interested in knowing the total mass of contaminant
that has reached the groundwater at a given time. A generic way of presenting
this type of information is shown in Figure 6.8 which indicates that less than 10 %
of the initial mass of contaminant in the base layer reaches the groundwater after
20 years for all scenarios except scenario 1. Scenarios 6 and 18 were not
included in the figure because the fractions of initial mass reaching groundwater
for these two scenarios were less than 10-21 and 10-30, respectively. To convert
the fractions into more common units of mg contaminant released per kg of
material, the fraction can simply be multiplied by the total mass of contaminant in
the material. A calculation of this type also allows comparison of results from this
modeling approach with other methods, such as the percolation/equilibrium
model (Apul et al., in press).
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Figure 6.8 Fraction of initial total mass reaching groundwater for different scenarios.

In a totally damaged pavement, salts in the base layer are completely
exhausted if they are not attenuated in the soil below (Scenario 1). However,
only four percent of the salts reach the groundwater after 20 years if the
pavement is intact (Scenario 13). The spatial distribution of remaining salts
clearly indicate that the four percent of initial mass that has reached the
groundwater have originated from the section under the shoulder (Figure 6.4).
The time series for the fraction of metals reaching groundwater in a damaged
pavement (Scenario 4) is very similar to the results obtained for salts in an intact
pavement (Scenario 13). While the end result is the same, the release and
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transport patterns are completely different because of differences in contaminant
reactivity and pavement. conditions of the two scenarios. In the former, metals in
the entire base layer are slowly advected towards the groundwater table in
presence of strong retention; in the latter, salts are eroded from the edge without
any significant retardation
Pore Water Concentrations Immediately above the Groundwater
Pore water concentrations immediately above the groundwater were
normalized to initial contaminant contents to be able to express the results in a
generic way. The normalized concentrations are given in Figure 6.9 for
completely intact and totally damaged pavements. Concentrations represent
average values for the model width. In other words, high concentrations
reaching below joints and edges, low concentrations below other sections of the
pavement, and zero concentrations below the embankment were spatially
averaged. Concentrations fluctuate for intact pavement scenarios because of
spatial averaging. The concentrations from intact pavements show a greater
response to individual rain events because of localized high strength fluxes
around the edge. Damaged pavements’ responses are not as fluctuating
because of more uniform transport of the contaminant from the pavement
towards the groundwater.
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Figure 6.9 Average normalized pore water concentrations immediately above the groundwater.

In a totally damaged pavement built on non-adsorbing soils,
concentrations of salts immediately above the groundwater increase until the first
year after which they decrease because the center of mass of the plume has
already reached the groundwater (Scenario 1). If the pavement is intact, the
average normalized concentrations immediately above the groundwater
increases until three years and then becomes steady (Scenario 13). The reason
for steady concentrations in the intact pavement is the edge effect: erosion of
salts from the edge towards the centerline supplies a constant flux of salts to the
groundwater.
Steady state concentrations are observed also for metals in both damaged
(Scenario 4) and intact (Scenario 16) pavements if the soil is non-adsorbing. The
reason for steady state concentrations for these scenarios is different than the
edge effect. When the soil is non-adsorbing and metals are strongly retained in
the base layer, the release of metals from the base layer is the rate limiting step
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for transport of metals towards the groundwater. As soon as the metal reaches
the soil, it is easily transported in the subgrade with minimal retardation. The
release rates of metals from the base layer are slower than their advection in the
soil below resulting in steady state flux of metals into the groundwater.
The effect of adsorptive soils on concentrations above the groundwater is
consistent across metals, salts, intact, and damaged pavement scenarios
(Scenarios 2, 5, 14, and 17). Retardation in the subgrade causes contaminants
to be transported very slowly and any continuous supply of contaminants from
the base layer take a long time to reach groundwater. As a result concentrations
reaching groundwater continue to increase during the 20 year period.
Example Calculations for Steel Slag

Example calculations are provided in this section to demonstrate how the
model results can be applied to a secondary material. Steel slag was selected
as the secondary material for the example because data was available for steel
slag and its use in the U.S. may continue to grow.
The model calculations were based on the hydraulic properties of “Class
5” material. Therefore, model results are most applicable to those secondary
materials that have similar hydraulic properties. Considering that the hydraulic
conductivity curve for many pavement materials does not exist, particle size
distribution is an alternative method for comparison. Model results can be
applied to the use of electric arc furnace (EAF) steel slags in the base layer with
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the justification that the size gradation of EAF steel slags is within the

Percent finer (mm)

specifications for “Class 5” base material (Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.10 Particle size distribution for EAF steel slags from 48 different steel plants (Proctor et al.,
2000) and class 5 specification. The mean value for steel slag and plus and minus one standard
deviation are shown in gray. The range for class 5 specification is shown in black.

Proctor et al. (2000) measured Kd values for electric arc furnace steel
slags under neutral conditions using the ASTM distilled water leachate test
(ASTM Method D 3987) and reported that most of the metals (i.e. aluminum,
antimony, barium, beryllium, cadmium, copper, iron, lead, manganese,
molybdenum, nickel, selenium, silver, thallium, tin, vanadium, and zinc) had Kd
values greater than 1000 L/kg with values in the order of 20-30 thousand for
cadmium and lead. Aqueous extraction of arsenic and mercury were within the
same order of magnitude but slightly lower with Kd values 819 L/kg and 900 L/kg,
respectively. Therefore, a Kd value of 1000 L/kg used in the model for the base
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layer is a “conservative” representation of the partitioning of metals in EAF steel
slags. The results from the model should be within the same order of magnitude
or higher than what would be expected in the field.
One way to interpret model estimates is to convert normalized
concentrations to appropriate metals concentrations which can then be
compared to EPA’s maximum contaminant levels (MCL). Such a comparison is
conservative considering that the concentrations immediately above the
groundwater as estimated in the model will be diluted further once they enter the
aquifer. In this steel slag example, the dilution of the concentrations was not
included in the comparison as the extent of dilution is site specific.
The worst case example is the completely damaged pavement underlay
by non-adsorbing soils. The normalized concentration for this scenario gradually
increases from 0.5 kg/m3 to 0.8 kg/m3 from the third year until the 20th year
(Figure 6.9). As an example, the maximum total arsenic content of steel slags is
5.8 mg/kg (Proctor et al., 2000); multiplied by the higher end of the normalized
concentration (0.8 kg/m3), the pore water concentration of arsenic immediately
above the groundwater would be 0.005 mg/L which is lower than the arsenic
MCL (0.01 mg/L).
If the pavement was maintained well such that it remained intact
throughout the 20 year period, the highest normalized concentration reaching
groundwater would be at least a magnitude lower at 0.05 kg/m3. For such a
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scenario, the corresponding aqueous arsenic concentration is 0.00029 mg/L,
which is at least two orders of magnitude lower than the MCL.
Other example calculations for EAF steel slags are presented in Table 6.2.
Both the maximum and the minimum metal contents reported in Proctor et al.
(2000) were used in calculations. Comparison of damaged and intact pavement
results show that the condition of the road may affect the concentration estimates
by less than two orders of magnitude. The value of Kd used in simulations has a
greater affect on the concentrations reaching groundwater.
Concentrations within one order of magnitude of the MCL are shown in
bold in Table 6.2. If the pavement is built on highly adsorbing soils, the
concentrations reaching groundwater are more than several orders of magnitude
lower than the MCLs.
Moderately adsorbing soils can also attenuate the metal concentration
reaching groundwater to much lower values than the MCLs. Estimates from the
damaged pavement and any of the other worse case scenarios are higher than
the MCLs for total chromium and manganese. However the Kd value of the base
layer (1000 L/kg) used in the model was more than two orders of magnitude
lower than the reported Kd values for these two metals (544105 L/kg and
14953635 L/kg). It is possible that the simulation results overestimated the
concentrations reaching groundwater by many orders of magnitude for chromium
and manganese.
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Non-adsorbing soils are not expected to be encountered frequently and
they represent the extremely cautious viewpoint of a regulator. If the
groundwater dilution-attenuation effect is not considered, all the metals analyzed
except for mercury, may reach concentrations within one order of magnitude
proximity to the MCL after the third year of pavement construction. If such an
extreme scenario may be considered to be relevant, a site specific assessment
may be necessary.
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Table 6.2 Concentrations immediately above the groundwater calculated from maximum values of normalized concentrations and maximum
metal contents

Max.
metal
content
(mg/kg)

Min. metal
content
(mg/kg)

MCL (mg/L)

Damaged pavement,
non-adsorbing soils

Max
Normalized
max. conc.
reaching
groundwater

*

Min

0.8 kg/m3

As

5.8

0.5

Ba

1800

Be

6.3

Intact pavement, nonadsorbing soils

Max

Min

0.05 kg/m3

3.E-05

Damaged pavement,
semi-adsorbing soils

Max

Min

0.0064 kg/m3

3.7E-05

3.E-06

Intact pavement, semiadsorbing soils

Max

Min

1.3E-7 kg/m3

7.5E-10

7.E-11

Damaged pavement,
highly adsorbing soils

Max

Min

3.87E-20 kg/m3

2.2E-22

2.E-23

Intact pavement, highly
adsorbing soils

Max

Min

7.42E-27 kg/m3

1.0E-02

4.6 E-03

4.E-04

2.9E-04

4.3E-29

4.E-30

160

2.0

1.4E+00

1.E-01

9.0E-02

8.E-03

1.2E-02

1.E-03

2.3E-07

2.E-08

7.0E-20

6.E-21

1.3E-26

1.E-27

0.6

4.0E-03

5.0E-03

5.E-04

3.2E-04

3.E-05

4.0E-05

4.E-06

8.2E-10

8.E-11

2.4E-22

2.E-23

4.7E-29

4.E-30

Cd

19

0.1

5.0E-03

1.5E-02

8.E-05

9.5E-04

5.E-06

1.2E-04

6.E-07

2.5E-09

1.E-11

7.4E-22

4.E-24

1.4E-28

7.E-31

Cr total

6200

320

1.0E-01

5.0E+00

3.E-01

3.1E-01

2.E-02

4.0E-02

2.E-03

8.1E-07

4.E-08

2.4E-19

1.E-20

4.6E-26

2.E-27

Cu

540

62

1.3

4.3E-01

5.E-02

2.7E-02

3.E-03

3.5E-03

4.E-04

7.0E-08

8.E-09

2.1E-20

2.E-21

4.0E-27

5.E-28

Pb

220

4.5

1.5E-02

1.8E-01

4.E-03

1.1E-02

2.E-04

1.4E-03

3.E-05

2.9E-08

6.E-10

8.5E-21

2.E-22

1.6E-27

3.E-29

Hg

0.1

0.1

2.0E-03

8.0E-05

8.E-05

5.0E-06

5.E-06

6.4E-07

6.E-07

1.3E-11

1.E-11

3.9E-24

4.E-24

7.4E-31

7.E-31

Se

36

7.5

5.0E-02

2.9E-02

6.E-03

1.8E-03

4.E-04

2.3E-04

5.E-05

4.7E-09

1.E-09

1.4E-21

3.E-22

2.7E-28

6.E-29

Zn

690

31

5.0

5.5E-01

2.E-02

3.5E-02

2.E-03

4.4E-03

2.E-04

9.0E-08

4.E-09

2.7E-20

1.E-21

5.1E-27

2.E-28

Mn

63800

18900

5.0E-2*

5.1E+01

2.E+01

3.2E+00

9.E-01

4.1E-01

1.E-01

8.3E-06

2.E-06

2.5E-18

7.E-19

4.7E-25

1.E-25

*

Secondary contaminant level
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CONCLUSIONS

I developed a scientific generic approach for regulators to evaluate the
impacts of virgin and secondary materials on groundwater contamination.
HYDRUS2D simulation results for various scenarios showed that contaminants
with high Kd values (1000 L/kg in base layer and 2500 L/kg in underlying soil) are
retained in the base layer, while contaminants with low Kd values (1 L/kg in the
base and underlying soil) are easily released and can reach the groundwater
within a few years. This work also showed that the magnitude and spatial
distribution of contaminant fluxes depend on the condition of the surface of the
pavement. Model results expressed for various scenarios as normalized
concentrations immediately above the groundwater and fraction of initial mass
reaching groundwater can be used for any type of recycled material with the
assumption that the hydraulic properties will not be significantly different.
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